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Introduction

3

Despite their status as some of the most evil perpetrators of genocide in all of human
history, the Nazis tried to establish themselves as highly educated, cultured patrons of the arts.
Many Nazis, including Hitler himself, had their very beginnings shaped by their hopes to pursue
art as a career. Most Nazis also recognized the intrinsic value and ability of art to serve multiple
purposes, including advancing political agendas and uniting people with differing interests. Art
was a central aspect of the Nazi worldview and came to influence many officials in private and
public spheres of life. Officials would collect art to cultivate their image, but their motivations
for acquiring the art they chose were contradictory.
This thesis will explore the Nazi relationship to art in three sections. First, Chapter 1
discusses the role of art in the Third Reich and how art collecting and plundering became a
means of projecting status and exerting control for Nazi leaders. Next, Chapter 2 considers the
art the Nazis loved and the exhibitions that demonstrate their preferred artistic styles and
obsession with this particular medium of expression. This chapter also considers how certain
artists that they encouraged and revered had inherent ties to Jewishness, either through family or
friends, further demonstrating the hypocritical nature of their artistic and ideological values.
Chapter 3 investigates the art the Nazis hated, and how they were also extremely hypocritical in
pursuing a disguised fascination with art collected by Jews and artists with Jewish affiliations.
Despite their attempts to rid Europe of any signs of Jewishness or deviation from Aryan
perfection, they were unable to mask their underlying admiration for art with ties to Jewishness.
They also, either knowingly or unknowingly, created opportunities for Jews to buy back the
works that were taken from them by hosting auctions of their work. I argue that many Nazi
officials were not truly devoted to the cause and that this is revealed in their artistic preferences.
The Nazi aesthetic is difficult to define, but when examined closely in terms of their
motives for acquiring such an astounding amount of art, the artistic tastes of individual Nazi
4

officials, the public exhibitions they held to advertise their values, and other factors that will be
expanded upon in the following pages, one can see that the Nazi stance on what constituted fine
art and culture was entirely illogical, inconsistent, and incongruent.
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Chapter 1.
The Role of Art in the Third Reich

6

Nazi art-looting and collecting during the Second World War was a monumental and
collaborative effort that Hitler prioritized in his so-called “rape” of European culture and
genocide of millions of people. The Nazis stole and confiscated thousands of works and art
collections, both public and private, through systematic efforts and random pillaging by officers
and soldiers.1 Nazis saw the possession, creation, and treatment of art as part of their core
worldview. Throughout human history, creators of art have used the medium to express
themselves, their beliefs, and their character. Art has served as a tangible and physical
manifestation of cultures throughout history, holding emotional value and providing aesthetic
pleasure whilst serving as an expression of an individual or a group of people’s innermost and
most private values, morals, and beliefs. The Nazis took it upon themselves to reconstruct
Europe’s art history, or redefine the past in terms of their values, through the aforementioned
systematic plundering and a multi-faceted aesthetic propaganda program. This reconstruction
was a way for the Nazis to redefine the past and the future of Europe in terms of their values, and
they carried this effort out according to the personal tastes and beliefs of chief Nazi officials,
using various art forms to serve their fascist agenda. However, this systematic effort was more
than a propagandistic undertaking to further the National Socialist political program, and it
transcended mere marketing of values.
The Nazi aesthetic is a complicated one to categorize and define, and it notably featured
instances of party members worshipping ideas either started by Jews, or ideas that had Jewish
undertones and reference deep within their foundational fabrics. The contradictory nature of the
art the Nazis loved, versus what they detested, serves to show their extreme naivety and failure to
completely exterminate this race that they intended to wipe from European history, along with

1
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their failure to homogenize the artistic canon of Europe. Art dictated the movements of the
party’s most powerful leaders and was a way in which they proclaimed their status. They failed
to condemn certain artists that had obvious ties to Jews and condemned artists who were outright
enthusiastic in showing their support for the Reich. The Nazi spoliation of art was deeply
personal for the generals that undertook such efforts, along with the victims they stole from and
artists they either supported or condemned. In simply stealing art from the Jews, the Nazis were
committing a hypocritical act close to that of appropriation, although they did not adopt Jewish
culture as their own. They instead stole items from the Jews that they coveted, and in some
instances sold the items that they had no use for, like menorahs made of valuable metals or
pieces of modern art that they condemned. The very act of profiting off of Jewish culture and
their admiration for art owned by Jewish collectors demonstrates the contradictory nature of the
entire Nazi aesthetic program. The Nazi extermination of Jews and attempted Aryanization of
Europe did not only apply to the human populations of the countries but also to art collections as
they prioritized a total reconstruction and rewriting of the art historical canon to erase any
remnants of culture counter to Nazi ideals, or so they intended.
Historical Background on Nazi-Looting and Art Collecting Efforts2
Art collecting during the Third Reich, as carried out by Nazi officials, was as much a
private activity as it was state-sponsored and public. The actual plundering of art involved
personal property, and thus it was a private activity primarily in the sense that it contributed to
the officials’ ability to define their personalities, shape their domestic, and private lives, and
“develop a sense of their class identity.”3 They, like political regimes throughout history, used art
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as a means to further their political agenda as well. Because of the importance that art had in the
Third Reich, control of the study, collection, dissemination, and display of cultural artifacts was
reserved for only the most powerful figures of the Third Reich, almost exclusively controlled by
Hitler himself, Joseph Goebbels, Hermann Goering, Heinrich Himmler, and other leading Nazi
directors.4 To analyze the Nazi relationship to and fascination with art and closely examine the
works they plundered and worshipped, one must understand the extent to which art was at the
forefront of the Nazi worldview. The targeting of art and art collections “was at the top of the
Nazi’s to-do list upon assuming the authority of a sovereign nation.”5 The Nazi State’s assault
against the Jews of Europe and their property consisted of the systematic takeover of their real
and tangible property. What once was private and personal to the Jews they stole from was now
for the Nazi’s gain and enjoyment.
The Nazis began to strip German Jews of their rights before the enactment of the 1935
Nuremberg Laws, and various operations that served the sole purpose of art-looting, of course
under the guise of either denying enemy materials or preserving culture for scientific purposes,
were implemented as part of the Nazi regime. Even before Kristallnacht, the Nazi government
enacted, on April 26, 1938, the Ordinance for the Registration of Jewish Property (the
Registration Ordinance), the Ordinance for the Attachment of the Property of the Peoples’ and
State’s Enemies on November 20, 1938, and the Ordinance for the Employment of Jewish
Property on December 3, 1938. The Registration Ordinance gave German and Austrian officials
a list of where to look for cultural property, along with whom exactly to pressure.6
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By the time Germany began to invade other countries, the Nazis had a system of looting
art and cultural property in place that featured multiple layers, different governmental branches,
and various officials to lead each force. The Kunstschutz, led by Count Franz Wolff-Metternich,
was the governmental branch charged with supervising the confiscation of art specifically in
Nazi-occupied France. This branch of government took its orders from the Wehrmacht, or the
German Embassy in Paris, which in turn took its orders from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Founded on May 11, 1940, during the Military offensive in France, the organization was
responsible for compiling a list of artworks located in the war zone and protecting them in the
name of the army of occupation and conformity with international agreements.7 Ambassador
Otto Abetz conceived the idea of official pillage of art, suggesting to Foreign Affairs Minister
von Ribbentrop that he take several works into the possession of the Reich as “prepayment and
advance for war reparations.”8 Abetz is an example of a Nazi officer keeping plundered works
either at the embassy or sending them to von Ribbentrop’s home in Berlin along with other
ministry offices, under the guise of “pre-payments,” or advance payment for war reparations, as
well as safekeeping or supervision purposes. Some Jews, as of September 1940, were even under
the impression that they were temporarily donating their art collections to the French government
to protect them after the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (ERR) was given instructions to
confiscate precious objects and transport them to Germany.9 Members of Himmler’s Security
Police, which united the criminal police (Kripo) and the political police (Gestapo) of the Third
Reich, also assisted in the looting of cultural objects throughout Europe.10
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The ERR was formally created on July 17, 1940, as a result of the professed “ideological
objective” of members of Nazi leadership to collect, or rather confiscate, cultural holdings of
Jews and other groups despised by the Third Reich. The organization was originally tasked with
organizing seizures of archives and libraries in occupied countries as part of the Nazi mission to
“battle Judaism and Freemasonry.”11 Alfred Rosenberg, the Nazi party ideologue, served as the
original, sole head of the ERR, and the organization operated closely with the Wehrmacht and
Security Police in occupied territories.12 Prior to the creation of the ERR, a note signed by
General Wilhelm Keitel, German Army Chief of Staff in Berlin, to General von Boeckelberg,
German Military Commander of the city of Paris, specified that “the Führer, in response to a
report from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, gave an order that, excluding those belonging to the
French State, all art objects and historic documents belonging to individuals, and Jews in
particular, are to be put into safekeeping.”13 These objects were put under the supervision of the
German Embassy rather than appropriated, but surely the supervisors of the works had no
intention of ever returning the works they were holding in “safekeeping.” A rapid series of
confiscations followed the 1940 establishment of the ERR. These confiscations taking place
between July and September were spearheaded by Abetz, who conceived the idea of official
pillaging, and his staff. In undertaking such an expansive looting effort, the Nazis unintentionally
preserved and provided a detailed picture of all their looting activities and the effects they had.14
Government-sponsored initiatives to seize art were not limited to group efforts. Nazi
Party leaders, including Hitler himself, stole art for their own personal collections. Hermann
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Goering, minister-president of Prussia and Minister of the Interior beginning in 1933, also gained
considerable power and became one of the leading Nazi officers involved in the looting of art for
his own personal advantage. In 1936, he assumed the role of plenipotentiary minister of
Germany’s economic and industrial “Four Year Plan,"15 earning him a considerable fortune in
armament production that he chose to spend on broadening his impressive and illegally amassed
art collection. Goering began to use the ERR to meet his ends in the fall of 1940. He utilized
private trains, Luftwaffe personnel, and logistical advantages that he could place at the ERR’s
disposal for his personal collecting efforts.16 In November of 1940, Hitler ordered that all
confiscated art be transported to Germany so that it could be at his disposal. The works would
later be under Hans Posse’s control, who was then the director of the Dresden Museum and
Hitler’s planned “Führer Museum.”17 However, because of Goering’s conflicting interests in the
matter, the order was never executed. At the beginning of the war in 1939, Goering’s collection
consisted of around 200 of the world’s finest pieces of art, and by the end of the war, it grew to
1,375 paintings, 250 sculptures, 108 tapestries, 200 pieces of period furniture, 60 Persian and
French rugs, 75 stained glass windows and 175 other miscellaneous art objects.18
Hitler’s Deep-Seated, Personal Relationship with Art
The Nazi obsession with art undoubtedly traces back to Adolf Hitler’s time working as an
artist himself. Between the ages of nineteen and twenty-five, Hitler painted and sold his
watercolor views of Vienna and Munich, in addition to producing several commercial
advertisements and poster designs.19 He continued to produce art throughout his time as Führer
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of the Nazi party, serving as the initial propaganda head of the party and exercising personal
control over the visual culture of his nation during his reign of terror. Hitler’s art has been
described by his biographers as undoubtedly reflecting his philosophy and his life, and it is
important to consider how his early life impacted his emphasis on art as a means of
accomplishing his political agenda and cultural cleansing of Europe once in power.
In Hitler’s manifesto Mein Kampf, his interest in a military career and view of himself as
an artist went hand in hand, as he romanticizes both obsessions by including the imagery of the
Wild West adventures written by Karl May and the heroic figures of Wagner’s musical dramas
in the manifesto itself.20 His early drawings revealed his military interest, depicting officers,
soldiers, and busts of warriors. He also completed landscapes, drawings and paintings from life,
and portraits that he often copied from textbooks or other printed sources.21 Mein Kampf already
saw him violently attacking modern art forms such as Cubism, Futurism, and Dadaism as
products of “degenerate minds,” or products of mentally ill and sick individuals, and this point
will prove important to keep in mind when considering the contradictory nature of Hitler’s
artistic preferences. Hitler argued in his Manifesto that it was the “duty of the state and of its
leaders, to prevent a people from falling under the influence of spiritual madness,”22 and this
sentiment proved to include art as a means of preventing this aforementioned fall. Hitler became
one of the only dictators of his time to involve himself so intimately with the aesthetic details of
his empire. He assumed a fundamental and critical role in determining the art, architecture,
political parades, and choice of uniforms and insignia in the Third Reich, championing these
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aspects of the party as equal in importance to political or military matters.23
When Hitler was eighteen years old, he tried for the first time to gain admission to the
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna by taking the academy’s entrance exam. He was rejected for
two consecutive years, first in 1907 and then again in 1908, applying also to the School of
Architecture. After assuming the identity of a “failed artist,” Hitler began selling his paintings of
Vienna in postcard form. After becoming a politician, he drew advertising posters and began to
develop an excessively conservative point of view and antimodern perspective on art. His
aesthetic preoccupations came from the literature that influenced him over the course of his
formative years and once the Nazi party gained attention in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Julius
Langbehn’s book Rembrandt as Teacher influenced Hitler’s perception of the artist, assigning
him heroic qualities and establishing the artist as a model for the Germanic culture and Aryan
race. Hitler was under the impression that “Langbehn also predicted that a Greater Germany
would one day govern Europe and the world.”24 Hitler’s aesthetic preoccupations which he
developed as an artist and politician eventually revolved around three artists in particular:
Rembrandt, as Hitler had an affinity for his seemingly apparent emphasis on Germanness and
racial purity, Michelangelo, with his powerful use of classical forms, and Corregio, whose works
Hitler denied of their sensual appeal.25
Of the Western European countries the Nazis pillaged and plundered, France was of
particular interest to the group. In contrast to the Eastern European countries that the Nazis
invaded and ransacked, the group was careful in France, for French culture was one they hoped
to preserve and even adopt as their own. They preserved the city, unlike others that they

23
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conquered. Hitler even confided in notable figures, like a sculptor and personal friend of his
Arno Breker, that he “had always felt a fascination for Paris” even though at this point in time,
he had never even visited the city.26 His obsession with the city was so prominent that on June
28, 1940, directly after signing the Armistice with France, Hitler was given an “art tour” of the
city. According to the memoirs of personal architect and friend of the Führer Albert Speer, the
tour was carried out despite the military and political context of the trip and consisted of a
packed agenda beginning at 5:30 in the morning.27 By the end of the tour, Hitler’s intentions
were clear. He immediately ordered Speer to begin plans for full-scale architectural renovation
projects in Berlin. He intended to adopt the grand splendor of Paris by mimicking the aesthetic
achievements of the city in Germany, and in speaking with Speer, clarified his intentions in
doing so; “Berlin must be made far more beautiful… In the past, I often considered whether we
would not have to destroy Paris. But when we are finished in Berlin, Paris will be but a
shadow.”28
German-American businessman and close personal friend of Adolf Hitler Ernst
Hanfstaengl had personal motivations to transform Hitler into a cultivated German politician.
Hanfstaengl was himself heir to an art publishing house in Munich and accompanied the Fuhrer
on a well-recorded visit to Berlin’s National Gallery at the beginning of the 1920s.29 According
to this account, Hitler and Hanfstaengl spent a considerable amount of time admiring
Rembrandt’s Man in the Golden Helmet (fig. 1) from 1650. The oil on canvas work falls within
the Dutch Golden Age and features Rembrandt’s characteristic contrast between light and dark.
Since the two stood in front of this work, admiring it under the impression that it was by
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Rembrandt’s hand, it has been revealed that the work was more likely completed not by the artist
himself but is instead speculated to have been completed by someone within his circle of close
followers.30 Despite this, Hitler, Hanfstaengl, and everyone else before the late 20th century was
under the impression the painting was painted by Rembrandt, and thus standing before the work,
Hitler said to his fellow lover of the arts “there you have something unique. Look at that heroic,
soldier-like expression. It proves that Rembrandt, despite the many pictures he painted in
Amsterdam’s Jewish quarter, was at heart a true Aryan and a German.”31 Hitler made a
conscious attempt to appoint Rembrandt as a model for the Aryan race and Germanic culture,
viewing the artist as racially pure and heroic.
Hitler’s fascination with Rembrandt may also have to do with the time period in which
the artist worked. The superior position of Holland at the time seemed to match Hitler’s vision
for Germany and the Third Reich. During the mid-17th century, the Dutch Republic had no
natural geographical boundaries,32, and its economy was the most powerful in all of Europe. The
trading empire the country controlled was the result of a combination of its wealth and
entrepreneurial skills, and additionally, the art market expanded greatly during this time with a
growing demand for art from Antwerp.33 Rembrandt however, in multiple works by the Dutch
Golden Age artist, featured unmistakable references to the Jewish World and the artist often took
commissions from Jewish patrons. Works ranging from The Jewish Bride (fig. 2) from 1665 to
his Portrait of Ephraim Bueno (fig. 3), a Jewish physician, poet, translator, and close personal
friend of Rembrandt from 1645-47, exemplify his close ties to the Jews of Amsterdam. The artist
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lived in the Jewish Quarter in Amsterdam from 1633 to 1635 and again from 1639 to 1658,
keeping a few Sephardi Jews as close friends and painting the biblical past, which in the words
of German art critic Eduard de Koloff featured “a strong touch of the Judaic.”34 Rembrandt was
painting when Holland gained independence from Spain. During this time, there were
indisputable similarities between and comparisons made between Holland’s defeat of Spain to
when Israel conquered the Land of Canaan. In general, the Dutch of the seventeenth century “felt
an affinity for [the] Jewish” and “openly welcomed exiled Portuguese Jewish merchants and
intellectuals.”35 Hitler had to have been aware at least in part of Rembrandt’s ties to the Jews,
and it seems that he turned a blind eye to the artists’ close affiliation and gravitation towards
depicting Jewish themes in his work. Hitler adopted an opinion of Rembrandt that was contrary
to the known facts about the artist’s life and the circle of company that he kept, and this
illustrates a deep contradiction regarding the art revered by the Nazis and the Führer in
particular.
During Hitler’s tour of the Berlin National Gallery with Hanfstaengl, the two also
encountered Antonio da Correggio’s Leda and the Swan (fig. 4) from 1531-32, a painting in
front of which Hitler was “lost in meditation.”36 According to Hanfstaengl’s account, the two
central figures were a point of fascination for Hitler, and the light on the bathing nymphs in the
background further captivated him. The myth of Leda and the Swan is mentioned throughout
notable surviving texts from antiquity, including Homer’s Odyssey and Iliad, Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, and Virgil’s Aeneid. Leda, daughter of King Thestius, attracted the attention of
the God of gods, Zeus, with her striking beauty. In a fashion typical of Zeus, he assumed the
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form of a swan to seduce and impregnate Leda. The well-known myth was rendered in works by
Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, and many others throughout history. All interpretations of the
story captivated Hitler throughout his lifetime, and when he came to power, any painter
employing the subject at a Nazi exhibition was sure to be awarded the gold medal.37 Many of the
artistic interpretations of the subject neglect to include the theme of rape that the actual story
emphasizes, and instead, depict Leda as tender and receptive of the swan’s advances.38 He
revered those artists that depicted the scene with an emphasis on the elements of love and
courtship that the story entailed, which is an obvious veil to disguise the true, more disturbing
nature of the myth. Hitler tended to accept paintings that featured the female nude if they were
under the guise of Greek and Roman mythology,39 as we shall see in the following chapters on
the Great German art exhibition.
Hitler desired Vermeer’s Astronomer (fig. 5) from 1668 for his collection, and this
painting too features a reference to the Jewish world, “filtered through the prism of Protestant
culture.”40 Like Rembrandt, Vermeer was a Dutch Golden Age painter and left behind a
considerable collection after dying young at the age of forty-three.41 The artist was particularly
famous for his attention to detail, rendering of light on complex patterns, textures, and an affinity
for genre scenes. The Astronomer features an unmistakable religious reference through the
inclusion of a painting in the background of the work. A picture hanging on the wall depicts the
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“Finding of Moses,” a story in the Book of Exodus in the Hebrew Bible. It is possible that Hitler
did not comprehend the reference, but the Führer allowing this detail to slide, along with his false
impressions of Rembrandt’s relation to the Jews, further demonstrate the hypocritical nature of
his artistic obsessions.
Hitler began to amass his art collection in the 1920s and into the 1930s. He acquired
numerous paintings by 19th-century Realists, and the majority of these artists came from the
Munich School,42 one of the most significant art academies in Germany. From 1938 onwards,
however, Hitler’s private collection assumed less importance; he only wanted a few decorative
pictures for his various residences. His will declared that the paintings in his collections “which I
purchased over the course of years, were not assembled for any personal gain, but for the
creation of a museum in my native city of Linz on the Danube. It is my most sincere wish that
this legacy be duly executed.”43 Methods of acquisition including gifts, confiscation, and
exchange, forced sale, purchases, and arrangements for agents abroad (travel and financial
facilities included), all contributed to his collection that began to form the basis for his Fürher
Museum, to be built in his home city of Linz, Austria. Confiscations (carried out by the ERR,
German Embassy, etc.) occurred in countries all over Europe, including France, Holland, Italy,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, and England. Hitler had his own photo
album, put together by the ERR art historians, containing all the works taken for his Linz
museum collection so that he could keep track of, reference, and choose which works would
serve the museum best.44 By 1944, the storehouse containing works that were to go to the Linz
museum contained more than 8,000 items.45 The museum was intended to serve as an integral
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part of a cultural complex that Hitler had planned for his hometown, and Hitler hoped the city
would overshadow Vienna.
In 1939, Hitler appointed Dr. Hans Posse, then director of the Dresden Museum, as the
primary figure in charge of acquiring works for the Linz museum. Posse would visit every
occupied country so that he could “buy,” or most likely forcefully acquire, paintings, sculptures,
and drawings intended for the Linz museum. Hitler entrusted Posse to select Viennese
confiscated Jewish artworks for the Linz collection, and for delegating the remaining works that
ultimately would not go to the Führer museum to instead be added to the collections of
provincial Austrian museums.46 The museum was to be made up of colossal buildings, housing
important European works from prehistoric times to the present day. Every European master of
sculpture and painting, who adhered to Nazi ideology, would be represented. Hitler planned to
award the Dutch masters a significant place in the collection. The museum complex, intended for
a completion date in 1950, was to be designed by Speer and feature a hotel, parade ground,
theater, opera house, and library. The museum itself, intended to be completed with a five
hundred-foot long facade complete with colonnades, was to be designed in the Neoclassical
style.47 Speer had replaced Hitler’s first-party architect, Paul Ludwig Troost, after his death in
1934, and became a major proponent of “the resurgent state-sponsored neoclassicism of the
industrialized nations”48 throughout the 1930s and 1940s. Speer’s responsibilities were not
limited to those of party architects, for he also served as minister of armaments and munitions.
Whilst designing “The New Berlin,” or Hitler’s project to reconstruct the capital of Germany to
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reflect its’ intended status as the capital of the Nazi world empire, he adhered to the stylistic
precedent set by the ancient Romans and Greeks. The New Berlin was to feature monumental
structures, complete with exceptionally thick stone walls, so as to ensure the eventual ruins of the
Third Reich would be as impressive as the ruins of the ancient Roman cities, which Speer and
Hitler admired.49
The 36 kilometers of galleries that were intended for the Linz museum would have held
27,000 objects if Hitler had his way.50 The museum plans were an obsession of his, as records
showed that he spoke of his plans for the complex incessantly at afternoon teas.51 His intended
centerpiece work for the museum was Jan van Eyck’s Ghent Altarpiece (fig. 6) from 1432. The
work has historically been considered one of Europe’s greatest treasures, and the Nazis were set
on seizing it from the outset of the war according to Rose Valland, a resistance worker at the Jeu
de Paume museum while the Nazis occupied France.52 The work, consisting of 26 paintings,
depicts the icons of Catholic mysticism; including scenes like the Annunciation, the Fountain of
Life, and icons like John the Baptist and Adam and Eve. The figures and backgrounds included
in the panels serve to demonstrate Van Eyck’s characteristic heightened realism and his use of
intentional symbolism in the fabric of every detail in the polyptych. As a model for Northern
Renaissance art, Van Eyck employed the use of rich oil paint and transparent glazes, contributing
to the work’s realistic impression on the viewer. Van Eyck incorporated inscriptions of short
statements on the altarpiece, lettering them in Dutch, Greek, and Latin.53 The work departs from
others created by the masters of Early Renaissance Italy and was groundbreaking in its large-
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scale format which demonstrated the capabilities of the, at the time, the relatively new medium
of oil painting. It is considered to summarize Catholicism when taking all of its images, text
segments, and visual symbols as one cohesive work, and for these reasons is widely regarded as
a prized treasure of Catholic artwork. The altarpiece has come to be referred to as the “most
stolen artwork of all time,” as over the centuries it has been victim to 13 crimes and seven
thefts.54 French Republican soldiers during the Napoleonic wars brought the central panels to
Paris in 1794, exhibiting them at the Louvre. In the Nazi’s quest for art to hoist high on the
pedestal of a re-written art historical canon, they gravitated towards the traditionally revered and
coveted works. Hitler was also thought to have garnered inspiration from Napoleon’s genocidal
dictatorship, and thus it is no surprise he too would go after a widely respected work of art that
Napoleon had captured before him.
Hitler’s aesthetic preoccupations and obsessive determination to prove himself as a man
of artistic talent and respectable taste dictated a central focus of the Nazi Party’s mission; to
rewrite the art historical canon according to the Führer’s own liking. Hitler took into account the
writings and opinions of other influential scholars and writers, and often this included figures
that did not adhere to his Aryan standards. Additionally, the art and artists that captivated him
contained themes and backgrounds that were unmistakably Jewish, and therefore in opposition to
the Third Reich’s stated values.
Goering and other Key Players
Another major figure in the Nazi art collecting efforts was Hermann Wilhelm Goering,
Reichsminister for Air and commander of the Luftwaffe. Goering’s interest in art collecting
stemmed from purely personal motivations. In 1933, after Hitler became chancellor of Germany,
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Goering also gained considerable power, being named one of the leading Nazi officers.
Goering’s interest in art began after World War I in a more modest way, but with Hitler’s similar
interest, the two formulated a plan for Goering to gather a large art collection that would
eventually be given to the Third Reich.55
In 1936, Goering assumed the role of plenipotentiary minister of Germany’s economic
and industrial “Four Year Plan,"56 earning him a considerable fortune in armament production
that he chose to spend on broadening his impressive and illegally amassed art collection. Goering
began to use the ERR to meet his own personal ends in the fall of 1940. He utilized private
trains, Luftwaffe personnel, and logistical advantages that he could place at the ERR’s disposal
for his personal collecting efforts.57 These works in particular were housed at Goering’s personal
estate, and the Reichsminister eventually hoped that his collection would serve as a tourist mecca
for the rest of the Nazi empire. Goering’s palatial dwelling featured endless halls of ballrooms,
dining halls, libraries, and hallways that were littered with looted cultural objects. The lands
featured carved Greek and Roman statuary, and classical garden trimmings, among other
ostentatious decorations.58
While Hitler was building his collection for the Linz museum, Goering held the largest
art collection of any other Nazi official. He employed Bruno Lohse as his art agent stationed in
Paris. Lohse also doubled as deputy director of the ERR. While he was employed by Goering to
build the Reichsmarshall’s collection, eventually earning the latter over 700 works from the ERR
stock during the Jeu de Paume selections,59 he boasted of his close relationship with the Nazi
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leader and received the reputation amongst fellow officers as “undeservedly fortunate” in this
role.60 According to Dr. Lohse, the Nazis were careful and practical closer to the end of the war
when it came to ensuring the treasures of Western Europe was preserved but did not exercise the
same kind of restraint when it came to the cultural assets of Eastern Europe. Eastern Europe
meant far less to the Nazis, as they saw their cultural creations as more primitive, less coveted,
and considered these creations to yield far less monetary value than the treasures found in Paris,
for example. According to the Nazi Security Service, they felt the cultures of “Ancient China, of
Babylon, of the Aztecs and the Incas…” were “far too alien,” and that they transmitted “a
different spirit,” one which “never reached the same heights as those created by the Nordic
Spirit.”61 The East was home to the races the Nazis detested, while the West saw a higher
number of Aryan residents who exhibited acceptable characteristics according to Nazi values.
The Nazi definition of Reality, Schools of Thought, and their Aesthetic Values
Nazi aesthetic values were not merely the result of Hitler’s own, unique ideas. In fact, the
artistic sector of the National Socialist Party had its basis in various theories and books that
gained attention throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries. When the Nazis were gaining
momentum as a party in 1928, Paul Schultze-Naumburg published his influential book Kunst und
Rasse, or “Art and Race,” arguing that modernist art was the result of the degeneration and
corruption of the “northern” races. In order to provide evidence of this assertion, the book
features pictures of works of modern art alongside pictures of people with physical deformities.
He suggested that modernism was the cause of these deformities, the artistic movement itself
resulting in sickness and disease. Schultze-Naumburg, and later German Nazi theorist and
ideologue Alfred Rosenberg along with Hitler himself, regarded Expressionism as the
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“manifestation of some form of mental disease.”62 Ironically, the term “degeneracy” was coined
by Max Nordau, a Jewish, Zionist leader, physician, author, and social critic. His 1893 book,
Entartung, declared that all modern art was “pathological.”63 The concept of degeneracy, which
will be explored in great depth in the subsequent chapter, has its foundations in the hands of a
Jew. Thus, the Nazis, in their quest to rid Europe of any elements that deviated from Nordic,
Aryan values, based their principles on ideas developed by a member of the race they detested.
Rosenberg’s Myth of the Twentieth Century laid out a comprehensive vision of the
racially oriented German state that had intentions to preserve the majority race at its core.
Rosenberg’s account of German racial purity argues that it was the German’s responsibility to
preserve their race, and further that the people of Germany were entitled to rule the rest of
Europe. He asserted that their enemies in pursuing this goal were “Russian Tartars” and
“Semites.”64As an advocate of Nordic expansionism and proponent of Anti-Semitism, he earned
himself various roles amongst party leaders, including editor of the party newspaper, Völkischer
Beobachter, and later temporary leader of the party when Hitler was imprisoned after the Munich
Beer Hall Putsch in November of 1923. Rosenberg’s Myth of the Twentieth Century served as a
culmination of multiple Nazi-revered schools of thought that regarded the Hellenistic image of
beauty as the only acceptable form of art that was worthy of the Nordic race. He characterized
German Expressionism as “syphilitic, infantile, and mestizo.”65
Nazi aesthetic values could be summarized as works of art that were void of flaws and
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pure in form. Nazi politician Baldur von Schirach stated that Nazi art had at its core a
“naturalization of the ideal, and simultaneously an idealization of nature,” placing an inherent
emphasis on the concept of purity.66 Hitler wanted art to be self-evident, and void of dependence
upon cognitive interpretation on the part of the viewer. Any work of art which could not be
understood by merely viewing it was to be banned from view, and in 1937, Minister of
Propaganda Joseph Goebbels prohibited the use of the word “criticism.”67 The valuation of art in
the Nazi regime conflated the discipline with politics. In an open letter that Goebbels published
in response to objections raised by the conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler against anti-Jewish
persecutions in the realm of German music during April of 1933, he states: “Politics too, is
perhaps an art, if not the highest and most all-embracing there is. Art and artists are not only
there to unite; their far more important task is to create a form, expel the ill trends and make
room for the healthy to develop… Art must not only be good, it must also be conditioned by the
exigencies of the people, or, rather, the only art that draws on the Volkstum [nature, characteristic
of the people] as a whole may ultimately be regarded as good and mean something to whom it is
directed.”68
The Nazi aesthetic values were intended to complement the group’s goal of purifying
Europe through genocide and mass spoilation. Their intended extermination of the Jews from
Europe included stealing their culture, despite inherent and explicit disapproval of the race and
their traditions. Through further analysis of works, the Nazis elevated in exhibits like The Great
German Art Exhibition, and those they seemingly detested in the Degenerate Art Exhibition
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(Entarte Kunst), the contradictory, nonsensical, and homogenizing nature of the party’s aesthetic
values can be observed.

27

Chapter 2.
The Art the Nazis Loved

28

Nazi leaders promoted their adherence to Nazi cultural values through the forms of art
they chose for their personal collections. They advertised and bolstered the tenets of their Aryan
ideology, and the works they acquired both for themselves and for the Reich reflected military
strength and genetic superiority, either explicitly or metaphorically, and used art as a means of
promoting themselves as admirable, well-rounded, and culturally educated gentlemen. The
leaders of the Nazi party used their art collections to express their status, and as their collections
grew, they “gave themselves up to luxury and pleasure on a feudal scale.”69 The size of each
respective Nazi leader’s art collection reflected their relative degree of power and influence
within the party, along with unveiling their social aspirations to be part of an elite few of the
population.
In order to understand this desire on the part of Nazi officials to project their cultural
well-roundedness, one has to look no further than Hitler’s decoration of his office in the Reich
Chancellery. The office’s decoration was curated by Albert Speer, but Hitler played an active
role in determining what would stay and what would go. In his own words, the office was
intended to give whoever visited the impression that “he is before the master of the world.”70
Through the sheer size of the room, the choices of furniture, and the artworks that hung on the
walls, Hitler aimed to convey this message. The room was 88.5 feet long, 47.5 feet wide, and
featured a ceiling that extended 33 feet high.71 The artwork chosen to adorn the walls included
Franz von Lenbach’s 1889 Portrait of Bismarck (fig. 7), the conservative German diplomat,
statesman, and first chancellor of the German Empire. The portrait hung above a marble fireplace
directly across the room from Hitler’s desk (fig. 8). A bust of former German President Paul von
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Hindenburg and a statuette of Frederick the Great, which stood atop a central table in the room,
also decorated the office’s interior. The inclusion of these works in particular placed Hitler on
equal footing with the past leaders of Germany, who he intended to emulate and even surpass.
In addition to including portraits and statues of past German leaders, Hitler also wanted to tap
into an allegorical representation with his inclusion of Rubens’s Hercules and Omphale (fig. 9)
from 1602. The work portrays classical Hellenistic interpretations of the male body, for Rubens
based Hercules’s legs off of studies of the Laocoon (fig. 10), and his torso off of the Belvedere
Torso (fig. 11).72 It was completed by the Flemish artist while he was in Italy during the
seventeenth century, and was most likely a commission of a Genoese patron who wanted
Rubens’s interpretation of a subject that was popular at the time in Rome, with Annibale
Carracci including a version of the story on the Farnese ceiling in 1600 (fig. 12).
The tendency of the Nazi Aesthetic to return to the styles of the ancient world and works
that mimicked those seen in Ancient Greece and Rome was exemplified by the government
spokesperson, Wilfrid Bade, in his preface to the book Deutsche Plastik unserer Zeit (German
Sculpture of Our Time). Bade recounted that “Our time is once more able to be Greek… At this
moment, when Germany is overcoming foreign influences of a thousand years and is returning to
pure forms, works are created which are in their maturest and noblest examples the equivalents
of Greek art.”73 Earlier in the Nazi regime, there was a tendency for the leaders to gravitate
toward kitschy artistic styles that were more modest, following the lead of German intellect
Romain Rolland, who cited the works of “Luther, Fichte, Dührer, Goethe, Schiller, Beethoven,
Mozart, of a Frederick II, Bismarck, and Hitler” as those intellectuals who “lifted what is
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Germanic into what is German.”74 However, as they thirsted for more power with the growth of
the regime, their tastes became more elaborate, expensive, and insatiable; they attempted to
mimic the sculptural mastery seen during the age of Ancient Greece while adapting this ideal to
fit their present-day, Nordic equivalent. For example, the 1920s magazine Die Sonne,
Monatsschrift für Norsdische Weltanschauung und Lebensgestaltung (The Sun, Monthly of
Nordic Philosophy and Way of Living) labeled Michelangelo’s figures, which were heavily
influenced by the Ancient Romana and Greek sculptures found all over Italy, as “giants with
Nordic souls.”75 Accordingly, the Nazi elite seemed to be “more skilled at purchasing and
seizing existing cultural artifacts than they were in promoting or furthering creativity.”76
Nazi culture prized the traditional beauty exemplified by the statues of Ancient Greek
and Ancient Roman sculptors. Hitler himself and other Nazi leaders greatly admired the
tendency of artists in Ancient Greece and Rome to idealize the human body and perfect the
potential that the medium of sculpture had to offer the artist. The ancient sculptures they revered
represented ideals of athletic prowess, strength, and racially pure beauty that these members of
the Nordic-Germanic race strove for. Self-proclaimed “party philosopher” Alfred Rosenberg
equated the desired direction of the Germanic race with the affinity of classical Greek
civilizations to reject everything “that bore the hallmark of the East.”77 Rosenberg, in his own
words, even clarifies that this obsession with the Ancient Greeks was merely a return to dormant
German values and that the veneration of classical antiquity was warranted because of the two
civilizations’ similarities. Rosenberg contended that the Nordic-Germanic race, as the Ancient
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Greeks and Romans, were “not content just to create civilizations” but rather saw it as their duty
to “periodically” rejuvenate and reawaken them.78 The Roman Empire also represented a utopia
of republican virtue79 to many cultures that followed them, including the National Socialists. The
Nazis reimagined the Aryan race as sharing a common essence with the Greeks and Romans, this
essence being their Nordic roots. According to Hitler, the Aryan race had ancestral ties to the
Ancient Greeks, declaring that “When we are asked about our ancestors, we should always point
to the Greeks.”80
The Nazis also looked to the Napoleonic period for inspiration, because of their similar
reverence for the art and policies of Ancient Greece and Rome. Napoleon had looked to the
Romans as a model and promoted a collective and accelerated consciousness amongst the French
people, one which they felt was prevalent in the civilizations of classical antiquity.81 The
Napoleonic period brought expectations of progress, social change, metaphorical renewal, and
the possibility of a revived Ancient Roman utopia to the people of France; The Nazis also
intended to revive these expectations among the people of Germany during the reign of the Third
Reich.
To the Nazis, this ideal was the original image of man, stripped down to his purist and
truest form. The art that was chosen by leaders of the Third Reich, to either keep for themselves
or project as prized party possessions that all of Germany should revere, embellished reality in
order to “unveil its eternal essence” which “generally characterized Nazi art as well as art
criticism.”82 Pure German art served a greater purpose than just aesthetic pleasure for the viewer.
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For Hitler, art served a higher purpose, serving as a “mirror in which the reflection shows the
discernible if idealistically transformed human material.” This acceptable art had to also be
“governed by the requirements of the struggle of the higher race against the lower and not by any
suggestion that the creative process was the result of ‘inner necessity.’”83 Inner necessity refers
to the artist expressing their own, unique thoughts through unclear means, leaving the viewer to
discern and guess at the artist’s intentions. This kind of creation, which will be further explored
in the following chapters, was vehemently discouraged. Admiration and aesthetic stimulation
shared the stage with symbolic and metaphoric representations.
The Nazis prioritized the preservation of their favored art forms so much that they
avoided tampering with the city of Paris during their occupation, and even prioritized culturally
immersive activities for leaders while they were in the city. Paris was, to the Nazis, the pristine
example of all they hoped Germany would one day be, despite their sense of superiority over any
one of non-German descent. The Nazi leaders’ view of French culture was “tinged with both
antipathy and a sense of superiority.”84 Nevertheless, they could not resist the lure of the city’s
classical architecture, museums, galleries, opera, theater, fine restaurants, hotels, and quaint cafes
and parks. This closeted obsession and contradictory sense of superiority over the French culture
and capital city exemplifies the Nazi tendency to possess profound love for the ideals, people,
and the Slavic cultures they sought to dominate. Due to what one may argue was profound
egotism, the Nazis stole the culture of others for their own purposes, whether it be a culture they
envied or one they sought to exterminate. Although the Nazis did not necessarily appropriate the
art of the Jews, they surely admired notable Jewish art collections and made active attempts to
usurp these collections for their own personal gain and the gain of the party as a whole.
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Throughout the course of history, art has served as a point of judgment for groups of
people to determine the worthiness or intellect of others. A high degree of culture and intellect
amongst a group of people, or in an individual, is often felt to be accompanied by a knowledge of
or affinity for the arts. The absence of this knowledge or interest in what constitutes culture is
indicative of poor taste, poor education, and a poor value system. Scholars throughout history
have also acknowledged that society requires antecedents. Everything new comes from
something old, whether that be military tactics, political theories, governmental structures, or
artistic preoccupations and trends. Cultures, whether subconsciously or consciously, adopt
aspects of prior cultures as they form their own independent identity. However, in an attempt to
establish a unique sense of self, cultures may deny where they came from or the origins of what
they choose to adopt. According to World War II intellectuals like Theodor W. Adorno and
George Steiner, the Nazis represent a merging of culture and barbarism.85 Humanistic traditions
of art and culture, which primarily serve as modes of judgment to determine the character of a
cultural group, were prioritized just as highly as battle strategies and death camps. Hitler made it
his own personal goal to cleanse German culture, declaring that such cleansing “must be
extended to all fields. Theater, art, literature, cinema, posters, and window displays must be
cleansed of all manifestations of our rotting world and placed in the service of a moral, political,
and cultural identity.”86 When Hitler was just rising in the political ranks of Germany, during the
early twentieth century, German historical thinking had become a combination of spirituality and
greed. Popular forms of philosophy encouraged exaggeration and ignorance, or “‘a harmonious
blend of the madonna and the harlot’ careless generalizations and heart-rending pedantry.”87
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There was a sense of urgency within the culture to establish the “true German,” and with this,
true God, true history, true society, and true art.
The Reich’s artistic policies were defined by collaborative efforts on the part of Nazi
leaders to manage practicing artists, oversee museums and academies, supervise the publication
of magazines concerning the arts, organize exhibitions, arrange cultural exchanges with other
nations, expropriate artistic property belonging to declared enemies, conduct claims on cultural
goods belonging to ethnic Germans that resided in nearby territories, manage plundering
campaigns, and close various offices and institutions disguising these actions as an effort towards
“total war” measures.88 The number of leaders enthusiastically involved in controlling these artcentric practices is a unique aspect of the Nazi relationship with art; Hitler, Goering, Goebbels,
Heinrich Himmler, Joachim von Ribbentrop, Baldur von Schirach, Albert Speer, Robert Ley,
Hans Frank, Alfred Rosenberg, Josef Bürckel, and Arthur Seyss-Inquart were key players in
servicing the cultural agenda of the Third Reich. These leaders amassed sizeable art collections
in addition to shaping Nazi artistic policy according to their own personal tastes. Goering and
Hitler in particular kept an exceptionally close eye on their own collections. Himmler and
Goebbels stipulated that any art purchase made for their collections had to receive their own
explicit approval.89
Art, to Hitler, had to be part of the community he was fighting for, rooted in his own
personal conception of the “racial realities of Germany.”90 Hitler greatly admired the AustroBavarian genre of painting that became popular in the nineteenth century. He was aesthetically
conservative and expanded his personal art holdings to include a wide variety of old
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masterworks, and a limited quantity of contemporary German art.91 He discouraged the idea of
the alienated artist, for he wanted an integrated whole that encouraged the same racist ideas. He
strove for oneness and purity for the German people under the Third Reich and sought to
accomplish this through an approved, positive, and racially pure cultural program and cultural
cleansing.
What was “Pure German Art” and Disagreement Among Party Leaders
The revaluation of Europe’s artistic canon came with a heavy emphasis by Hitler on
Austro-Bavarian landscape and genre painting of the nineteenth century, along with works by the
old German masters like Dürer and the Cranachs.92 In 1939, Goebbels commissioned the director
of the state museums in Berlin to create a comprehensive list of all the artworks of German
origin that had left the collection since 1500. These works were then to be tracked down and
brought back to the Reich in the name of art-historical reconstruction. Rosenberg moved to the
forefront of the conservative cause after modernist art was declared illegal, and advocated for
what was referred to as Völkisch culture. The Völkisch cultural program was characterized by
the term “radical traditionalists.”93 Völkisch culture idealized the German peasant and rejected
nontraditional aesthetic styles like those of “cultural Bolshevism.” The style also relied on the
theory that artistic expression and race were indistinguishable from one another. The National
Socialist Society for German Culture advocated for these intolerant views, declaring the purpose
of the organization was to “demonstrate the interdependence between race, culture, science,
morals, and soldierly virtues.”94 As the result of a certain primitive social Darwinism, art that
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highlighted the grandeur of the fields, forests, and snowy mountains of the German landscape
was contrasted with that which seemed to represent the “ugliness of the contemporary
metropolis.”95
Themes of a unified homeland and works that evoked a longing for the home within the
viewer were encouraged and praised within the Völkisch style. Landscape paintings were a
common way for German artists to express this soulful connection to the German countryside,
and they were intended to serve as a type of language. The language of landscape, reappearing
again and again in Völk art, represented the “utopia in which man and nature could be fused
together” and can be exemplified by the Bruegel-like landscapes of Karl Alexander Flügel.96 The
German-landscape painting that the Nazis loved followed the tradition of Romantic painters like
Caspar David Friedrich and Philipp Otto Runge, both artists who Hitler cited in his speech at the
opening of the House of German Art in Munich.97 These artists were able to evoke the
aforementioned feeling of longing, and they were able to appeal to many beyond the small group
of the Nazi leadership. Although Friedrich often depicted imaginary landscapes in his paintings,
those who viewed his work within the Third Reich always considered them to feature the
flawless German landscape they strove to “protect” and “better.” Friedrich’s Two Men Observing
the Moon (fig. 13) from 1825-30 clearly shows a romanticized interpretation of the German
landscape as admired by the figures, identified as Friedrich himself and his friend and disciple
August Heinrich.98 German Romantics were particularly obsessed with the moon as a motif for
pious contemplation. The German, Völkisch landscape painter’s tendency to search “for the
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unity between man and landscape” is evident in this piece with the men and their proximity to
such a magnificent moon, as they clearly share the stage with the natural landscape they
occupy.99 This type of landscape painting was a direct reaction to the newly emerging
Impressionist painters, as the German landscape painter rejected “the virtuosic rendering of the
impressions of light and air.”100 Instead, the German, Völkisch landscape painter sought to
interpret “the eternal laws of organic growth.”101 These values were reminiscent of those
encapsulated by Dutch landscape painters and the Romantic school, which interpreted nature as a
fighting ground where the strong dominated and prevailed over the weak. Werner Peiner’s 1940
piece German Soil (fig. 14) features a cultivated landscape with looming storm clouds in the
distance. The left corner of the painting includes a German farmer guiding two strong horses,
and it is evident that the landscape has been manipulated by this figure for his own purposes.
This work demonstrates the interpretation of a forceful, menacing environment that poses
German citizens with potential dangers, with the brewing storm in the distance, as a playground
for their own manipulation and a resource to serve their own vital needs.
The theme of nature as an antidote to the city and metropolitan way of life was one that
appealed to the Nazis, and they became infatuated with works that featured animals as
monumental forces of nature to be reckoned with.102 Michael Kiefer’s soaring eagles were a
prized emblem of the Nazi regime, for the wild animal represented a symbol of power and a
predator to be reckoned with, as they strove to create that impression amongst the groups they
sought to push out of Europe. Julius Paul Junghanns, an Austrian artist who was taught at the
Düsseldorf Academy, was considered Germany’s most prestigious animal painter. His work was
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interpreted by the Nazis to have little to do with the actual animals, and more to do with the
monumentality of the Nazi regime, serving as a symbol of the Third Reich’s heroic attitude and
strength. Although he was never a formal member of the Nazi party, the Third Reich regarded
his works very highly for their traditional and idyllic style.103 It is interesting to note, however,
that the artist commonly portrayed farmers plowing, historical Germanic heroes, and landscapes
in a style reminiscent of German-Jewish Impressionist Max Liebermann,104 whose relationship
with leading Nazi artist Arno Breker will be discussed in more detail in the following pages as it
further reveals the hypocrisy of the Nazi aesthetic.
Along with animal paintings, German-Völkisch artists would depict scenes of country life
and harvesting to encourage the idea of the pure, hardworking German. Paintings by Michael
Kiefer, Franz Xaver Wolf, Georg Ehmig, Franz Eichorst, Hans Ebner, Oskar Martin-Amorbach,
and Friedrich Kraus represented “the Nazi Socialist ideal of ‘Blood and Soil.’ They pictured
peaceful country life, uncomplicated decent people, clean and earthy.”105 In surveying the works
included in the Great German Art Exhibition, which will be discussed further in the following
pages, it is evident the exposition was intended to display the very best works that exemplified
the values of the Nazi regime, and many of the paintings showed close ties to the Munich school
at the turn of the century. According to art critic Bruno E. Werner, in his review of the exhibition
that was featured in the German Newspaper Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, there were many
paintings "portraying farmers, farmers' wives, woodcutters, shepherds, etc., and on interiors that
lovingly depict many small and charming facets of country life. Then there is an extremely large
number of landscapes that also carry on the old traditions... We also find a rich display of
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portraits, particularly likenesses of government and party leaders.”106 Paintings featured in
exhibitions that promoted the regime also inserted images of Hitler to elevate the Führer, as if he
were an absolutist ruler from the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries.
Despite the realistic nature of the works and their adherence to rational interpretations of
landscapes, human anatomy, and animal anatomy, the Nazis argued that the paintings that they
promoted had nothing to do with realism. The Nazis considered a realistic rendering of the
present limited, and instead, the new, German artist was encouraged and expected to strive to
create something long-lasting and eternal.107 This goal of achieving eternity manifested itself in
the symmetrical designs, serene scenes, and fixed motions that many Nazi-loved works featured.
All of these characteristics taken together were intended to achieve the impression of an
unchanging universal truth; an unwavering, pristine, tranquil, idyllic, and most importantly,
racially pure Nazi regime. Oskar Martin-Amorbach achieves a unity of these qualities in his
1937 painting The Sower (fig. 15). The work, completed by the German native who studied at
the Munich Academy, serves as an ode to Germany’s pre-industrial, rural peasantry and glorifies
the racial order the Nazis hoped to instill within the German people.108 The work also
emphasized the economic changes the Nazis hoped to impose, in their desired return to agrarian
lifestyles. The work was originally placed in the Bayreuth House of German Education, where it
was intended to “encourage teachers to ‘sow’ National Socialist values among the German
youth.”109 The figure of the sower assumes a stance reminiscent of Archaic Greek statuary, with
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his frontal posture and a hint of a characteristic Archaic smile. The man, despite his age as
indicated by the inclusion of wrinkles on his hands and face, is in exceptional physical shape. He
also assumes a typical Aryan appearance, with bright blonde hair and white skin, which is barely
tanned despite his occupation that exposes him to the constant sun from working in the fields.
Lastly, the fields depicted by Martin-Amorbach provide the viewer with a peaceful impression of
German land; one complete even with a rainbow spanning the top right corner of the canvas.
This elevation of the landscape further exemplifies the intention to uplift the public opinion of
Germany and the Nazi regime.
One of the most popular works of art featured at the Great German Art Exhibition, and
later purchased by Hitler to hang above his fireplace in his Munich apartment, was The Four
Elements (fig. 16) by the President of the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts Adolf Ziegler.
Ziegler was inspired by Rosenberg’s writings and specifically his emphasis on Greek
mythology’s importance in the Nazi aesthetic. Ziegler picked up on Rosenberg’s definition of
ideal beauty and was so successful in doing so that the painting sold an enormous number of
postcards and reproductions.110 Ziegler, in speaking on his work, relayed his intentions to
“represent our philosophy” through his careful rendering of surfaces void of any flaws in order to
“detach the body from reality.”111 The women, representing the four elements of earth, water,
wind, and fire, also serve to represent priestesses ready to sacrifice themselves. They sit perched
on a bench that seems to double as an altar, and despite their nudity are passive in their bodies.
Their nude female figures are impersonal and depart from the nineteenth-century Salon nudes
that awarded the female nude a heightened degree of sensuality. Instead, Ziegler chose to focus
on the status of these nude women as sacrificial objects.
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On June 30, 1933, Hitler declared that Joseph Goebbels would assume the title of
Reichsminister of Public Enlightenment and Propaganda, giving him jurisdiction over the entire
field of cultural and economic propaganda, along with “enlightenment of the public at home and
abroad.”112 Goebbels often clashed views with Rosenberg, who, like many other members of the
Nazi party including Hitler himself, vehemently discouraged modern art and felt it was
aesthetically void of meaning and value. Goebbels wanted to build up public support for German
Expressionism,113 an early twentieth-century art movement that, as mentioned earlier, was
characterized by Nazi leaders as “syphilitic, infantile, and mestizo.” Goebbels endorsed other
pro-modernist groups from the time he was appointed Reichsminister through the fall of 1935,
including an exhibition society by the name of Der Norden, known for frequent shows at the
Ferdinand Möller Gallery in Berlin, along with the Kunst der Nation art journal which openly
supported Expressionism as an artistic movement.114 Goebbels’ problematic left-wing tendencies
manifested themselves in the form of his support for the NSD-Studentenbund in Berlin, which
actively opposed the Völkisch art movement.
Goebbels frequently publicly praised experimentation and modernism, referring to New
Objectivity, or Neue Sachlichkeit, a style that came to popularity during the Weimar Republic, as
“the German art of the next decade.”115 In 1934, Goebbels even consented to serve on the Honor
Committee for the March show of Italian Futurist art, Italienische Futuristiche Flugmalerei, or
Italian Futurist Paintings of Airplanes.116 Despite the fact that Hitler eventually outlawed
modernist art in his Schwanenwerder home, and that other powerful leaders like Rosenberg
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within the Nazi party opposed modernist art, Goebbels still declared, as Reichsminister, “we
guarantee freedom in art,” as he relayed in a famous speech before a conference of the Reich
Chamber of Culture in 1934.117 Goebbels even sent a laudatory telegram to Norwegian
Expressionist painter Edvard Munch on the latter’s 70th birthday in December of 1933, stating
that “Munch’s work, which stems from the Nordic-Germanic earth, speaks to me of the deepest
solemnity of life… A powerful and independent spirit-heir to the Nordic nature, he has freed
himself from any naturalism…”118 This disagreement, occurring amongst Nazi party leaders,
regarding what constituted acceptable art further displays the conflicting nature and
discrepancies involved in determining the nature of the Nazi aesthetic. By 1936, despite
Goebbels's attempts to speak in favor of the art form, modern art was no longer tolerated.
Goebbels’s main concern “lay in encouraging the production of the highest quality art possible”
and he was primarily an “ultranationalist and supported any art form that brought acclaim to
Germany,”119 despite his own hypocritical tendency to admire more modern artistic styles.
Other Nazi leaders aside from Goebbels also continued to embrace modernism, but they
became quieter in their statements. Nazi Party National Youth Leader Baldur von Schirach and
his wife Henriette, daughter of Hitler’s photographer Heinrich Himmler, collected works by
Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Auguste Rodin, and Vincent Van Gogh for their own collection. Some of
these works were, of course, stolen from Jews, including van Gogh’s Poppies in the Field.
Henrietta was even so bold as to approach Hitler to discuss and attempt to sway him to like the
art of Franz Marc. Henriette showed Hitler the artist's early illustrations, which featured a more
realistic style and “nature-true” colors. Although he was not entirely swayed by this, he still
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acknowledged the degenerate artists’ abilities by saying “So if he could draw properly, why
didn’t he?”120 Minister of Foreign Affairs for Nazi Germany Joachim von Ribbentrop and his
wife also collected French Modernist art, including works by Claude Monet and André Derain.
Goering even hung two landscapes by Camille Pissarro in his Berlin home, an astonishing
choice, especially since the Impressionist painter was Jewish. According to recent scholarship,
his collection also featured works by Renoir, van Gogh, and Henri Toulouse-Lautrec.121 The
value placed on artistic tradition has repeatedly played an important role in the history of art, as
there has always been a struggle between acceptance of the non-traditional and adherence to the
accepted traditional styles that were popular before.122 This struggle between tradition and antitradition, or the avant-garde, is one that was not unique to the Nazis and in fact, continues today.
The Great German Art Exhibition and Featured Artists
In order to promote the art forms that the party encouraged and to discourage the kinds
they detested, exhibitions were organized to further propagandistic intentions. The Nazis
promoted their accepted forms of art through exhibitions that positively highlighted what they
considered to be cultural treasures. The other, common type of exhibition seen during the Nazi
era attacked modern art and “degenerate art,” often referred to as a Schanduasstellung, or “shame
exhibition.”123 Positive exhibitions, like the traveling Reine Deutsche Kunst, or Pure German
Art, exhibition from April 1933, displayed Völkisch art, consisting of figurative art with similar
colors and idealized subjects that later came to characterize the Nazis’ officially sanctioned
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art.124 The most notable of these propagandistic exhibitions that furthered the Völkisch art style
was the Great German Art Exhibition, first opening in July of 1937 at the House of German Art
in Munich. The exhibition occurred annually from 1937 through the entirety of the war until
1944 and showcased hundreds of works exclusively by German artists.
The exhibition included defining features of classical tradition with centrally placed large
sculptures of heroic characters from mythology and heroic soldiers. Featured artist and personal
favorite sculptor of the Führer, Arno Breker, had a prominent spot in the exhibition with his
Decathlete (fig. 17) and Victory (fig. 18), both pieces from 1936. The German sculptor was
accustomed to the Neoclassical style and often encapsulated the Third Reich’s military aesthetic
in his works, yet, the beginning of his career saw significant influence from avant-garde artists
like Jean Renoir and Pablo Picasso; artists whose works were vehemently condemned as
degenerate by the Nazis. Breker was a “modernist figure” who “modified his art to suit the Nazi
leaders.”125 Early in his life and career as an artist, he exhibited “left-wing, bohemian, and
cosmopolitan tendencies.”126
When Breker traveled to Rome in 1933 to pursue a prestigious fellowship awarded to him
by the Prussian Education Minister and the Prussian Academy of the Arts, he met Joseph
Goebbels, who recognized his talent and encouraged him to return to Germany to work under the
Third Reich. Breker had been asked to return to Germany with Felix Nussbaum, a GermanJewish Surrealist painter who was eventually killed in Auschwitz in 1944. Before this fate,
however, Goebbels upon his visit to Rome encouraged the Jewish artist to join Breker, and it is
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unknown whether or not he made himself available to the Reichsminister of Propaganda.127
Breker, upon taking Goebbels's advice and returning to his home country, received his first
commission from Hitler in 1937. Breker then worked for the Reich, producing symbolic
sculptures that glorified National Socialist cultural values. Although he publicly rejected the
influence of the modernist artists that initially captivated him early in his career, to pursue a
more conservative style, he knew he had to “alter the style of his work to reap the maximum
rewards offered by the Nazi leaders.”128 After he had established himself as the leading sculptor
of the Nazi party and earned respect amongst party leaders, he utilized his wealth to collect
modern art.129 Thus, Breker changed his artistic style in order to protect himself and still thrive in
Germany as the Nazis reigned, despite his modernist roots and friendships with known Jewish
artists.
Breker’s ambiguity as an artist supported so wholeheartedly by the Nazis is notable. He
maintained deep friendships with those who the Nazis detested and pursued modernist methods
all while amassing acclaim and fortune as a Nazi sculptor. In 1935, Breker was asked to sculpt
the death mask (fig. 19) of his friend Max Liebermann, a leading German-Jewish Impressionist
that Hitler most certainly did not support. Breker also was known to contribute to efforts to
mitigate the persecution of his various friends and colleagues throughout Nazi-controlled
Europe. Breker’s friend and publisher Peter Suhrkam, who worked with modernist authors, was
sent to the Sachsenhausen concentration camp in 1944. Breker then went directly to Speer,
Himmler, and Reich Security Main Office chief Ernst Kaltenbrunner to free the publisher; he
was successful in this effort.130 Breker also, coming to be known as a “white dove” following the
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war, saved Pablo Picasso from arrest by the German Gestapo and deportation to a disciplinary
camp. When Picasso received a summons requiring him to appear for physical deportation to
Essen in order to participate in a forced labor program, Breker helped him avoid this according
to postwar testimony from Picasso himself and Jean Cocteau.131
Breker’s ambiguity is further emphasized by the fact that his modernist roots remained
evident in his work, even as he gained praise and acclaim as the leading Nazi sculptor. Breker
would create his works, most often his reliefs, in segments, focusing a great deal of effort on his
process, as was a defining characteristic of modernism. This dismemberment of art was what
Picasso spearheaded with his own paintings and sculptures, creating works that required the
viewer to piece together individual portions of the indecipherable subject. Breker managed to
disguise this method, as “his sculptures offered a whole and complete human form,” but
photographs that document his creative process exhibit his modernist methods. An example of
this can be seen in a photograph of the artist constructing his relief The Victim (fig. 20.1 and fig.
20.2), which featured a missing head and arms, suggesting that he took a “deconstructivist
approach” in creating some of his works.132
Another controversial figure, upon close examination of his work, was party architect and
Minister of Armaments and War Production in Nazi Germany Albert Speer. He, like Breker,
engaged in modernism through his training and study with Heinrich Tessenow. Professor
Tessenow instructed Speer in the early days of his education at the Technical University of
Berlin. Tessenow advocated for simple architectural designs that were based on nature, but Speer
changed his approach to architecture when appointed as the architect of the Reich. Tessenow
also was critical of ornamentation and preferred a stripped-down, bare facade, as can be seen in
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his 1930-31 refurbishment of the Neue Wache guardhouse in Berlin on Unter den Linden (fig.
21.1 and fig. 21.2).133 Speer’s earlier designs were orderly and symmetrical, and he thought of
architecture as a means of social engineering as a true modernist would have.134 It is also
noteworthy that there was some talk that Tessenow came from Jewish ancestry, and never was an
enthusiastic member of the Nazi party. Despite this, Speer remained loyal to Tessenow
throughout his career, consulting him about design issues and even protecting his teachers’
academic position later in his own career.135
When Speer’s architectural abilities were eventually recommended to Goebbels, they
collaborated in renovating a section of the Nazi Pary’s Berlin Headquarters on the Voss Strasse
in 1932. In the spring of 1933, Nazi official Karl Hanke arranged for Speer to oversee
renovations of Goebbels's new quarters in the Wilhelmstrasse. In this role, Speer decided to
decorate the recently minted Propaganda Minister’s ministerial residence with several paintings
by German Expressionist painter Emil Nolde on the wall. Nolde was eventually categorized as a
degenerate artist despite his outspoken support for the Nazi regime. His style was influenced by
van Gogh and featured vibrant colors along with textured markings. Speer recalled how he
“borrowed a few watercolors by Nolde from Eberhard Hanfstaengl, the director of the Berlin
Nationalgalerie…” and how “Goebbels and his wife were delighted with the paintings.”136 Speer
also recounted his experience working with Hans Weidemann, an older and highly ranked Nazi
party member. Speer stated that representing Reich Minister Goebbels, Weidemann had
“assembled an exhibition of pictures more or less of the Nolde-Munch school and recommended
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them to the minister as samples of revolutionary nationalist art.”137 Goebbels however, had the
paintings removed, despite his own artistic preferences, due to the increasing stigma attached to
modernist art.
The Nazis’ artistic preferences were not in themselves unique, for the party borrowed
from sources throughout history in order to adopt the best aspects of human creation and take
credit for them, to a certain extent. Hitler incessantly claimed that Germany was “at the threshold
of a new Renaissance,” yet they were not creating anything new, they were merely taking from
other cultures, asserting that what they stole was their own, pushing back against progressive
artistic movements like that of modern art (despite contradictory opinions of Nazi leaders who
advocated for this art form), and loudly claiming that these actions would elevate Germany as the
pinnacle of civilization and culture. The art created by the Nazis during this time period featured
a striking degree of normalcy in order to appeal to more members of the Reich. The art produced
by the aforementioned artists supported by the regime “corresponded to what most people liked,
a pleasant, reassuring art free of anything esoteric or disturbing.”138 This art “gave answers and
did not ask questions,” just as the Nazis expected of the German people; they expected the
average Aryan citizen to look to the Reich for answers rather than question Nazi authority and
power.
Hitler wanted German art to be exclusive to the German experience. Art was to be pure
and uncontaminated, free from distraction with no need to fathom what the intended meaning of
a work of art was, and it was to be “sustained by the racial connection.”139 Despite his direct and
outspoken opposition to modern art, he supported artists and worked with fellow Nazi leaders
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who saw the appeal and value of modern art. He even supported artists that had ties to Judaism,
whether these ties were direct or indirect. Even though for Hitler, art had to reflect the ideal,
transformed human that he wanted to dwell within the Third Reich, he could not accomplish this
because of the contradictory opinions and tendencies exhibited by the artists and leaders he
associated with. While Hitler advocated for a certain style, cracks and inconsistencies in the Nazi
aesthetic were evident from the start of the regime. However, those that held different views
either hid them or moderated them to get by unscathed. In other cases, Nazi officials may have
promoted uniformity for the public but personally held more liberal views. The conflicting nature
of the Nazis’ cultural program and the leading officers of the party’s own personal preferences
contribute to the high degree of difficulty in determining the preferred art of the time. Most
scholars have found the solution to this difficulty to be defining Nazi art by what they
discouraged, rather than encouraged. And with that, the concept of degenerate art and
degeneracy more generally must be explored.
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Chapter 3.
The Art the Nazis Hated
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The Nazis, in their quest to rewrite the European canon of art history, were just as
resolute in their efforts to censor unacceptable art forms as they were in their efforts to promote
acceptable forms. The Nazi aesthetic saw the group relating actual works of art to the physical
and mental health of artists and of society. During the mid-nineteenth century, modernist painters
and sculptors came under criticism for violating public morals and aesthetic propriety. What used
to be considered primarily aesthetic concerns were now, with the Nazis, concerns of the “mental
and spiritual condition of the artist…” and “the fear of cultural decline.”140 As mentioned in the
previous chapter, Nazi leaders encouraged and emphasized conformity when it came to the art
produced under the Third Reich. Any art produced that deviated from Hitler’s predetermined
norm, and the artists who produced these works were regarded as “‘enemies of the state, active
promoters of evil, criminals against whom the organized strength of the society should be
directed.’”141
The most vocal proponent of this kind of criticism was Paul Schultze-Naumburg, whose
ideas of art expressing race were adopted by Hitler and appealed to many others in his spiteful
sentiments towards modern art in the early twentieth century. Schultze-Naumburg was under the
impression that racially pure painters produced racially pure art, while “mixed blood” painters
made things that deviated from what was “healthy.” Hitler’s guiding sentiments demonstrated
that he was as “obsessed with the fear of cultural decline as he was with the threat of biological
pollution” and thus it was only natural that he adopt Schultze-Naumburg’s stance on modern art
and art produced by the racially impure Germans. Hitler, as a constant enemy of modern art, saw
it as incoherent, and believed that it rejected “historical purpose and historical will.” He hated
that it emphasized and encouraged the isolated or alienated individual to embrace this aspect of
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themselves, and saw the art form as a “distorted narrative,” even describing it as “‘one single
deformed blotch.’”142 He referred to modern artists, from the beginning of his rise to power, as
“cultural Herostratus,” referencing the fourth-century B.C. Greek who was famous for setting the
Temple of Artemis in Ephesus on fire. Hitler referred to French and Jewish art as “pseudo-art,”
and equated modern art with “world sickness.” He used modern art as a scapegoat, blaming it for
Europe’s cultural decline and asserting that if encouraged and continually produced, it would
lead to the mental decline of the population.
As mentioned prior, the theme of degeneracy in the Nazi vocabulary was based on
concepts that were popularized over the course of the nineteenth century by aspiring German
author and son of a rabbi, Max Nordau. Although Nordau was not the first to utilize the concept
of degeneration, he popularized the term, which referred to the increased instances of mental
illnesses attributed to “rapid changes in modern civilization.”143 His equating of modern art with
the mentally and physically sick was written about before by Wilhelm Schallmeyer, who
published his Über die drohende körperliche Entartung der Kulturmenschheit, or On the
Imminent Physical Degeneration of Cultured Humanity in 1891. In this, Schallmeyer spoke
about ideas of racial hygiene and the importance of maintaining the health of the people in
German culture, but he did so without suggesting anti-Semitic or racist sentiments.144 All
theories of degeneracy that emerged during this period had their foundation in Charles Darwin’s
theory of evolution and the concept of “the survival of the fittest.” Darwin’s arguments began to
be conflated with anti-Semitic sentiments with the writings of Eugen Dühring in 1880, as Darwin
had never intended his theories to be interpreted as “cultural Darwinism.” Soon after, the concept
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of degeneration was related to the Jews, considering them as an infectious, mentally ill race.
Nordau attempted to separate the concepts, and instead blamed avant-garde styles of art for the
spread of degeneracy. He considered modern art and literature “to be products of character
deficits” and that the consequences for society at large, particularly in metropolitan areas,
because of the spread of these art forms could only be combated with therapy.145
Nordau equated modern artists to criminals, but perhaps most importantly, he suggested
that degeneration manifested itself in the form of physical and physiognomic features. To further
this concept, he spoke of “stigmata,” or the physical characteristics like “deformities, multiple
and stunted growths in the first line of asymmetry, the unequal development of the two halves of
the face and cranium; then imperfection in the development of the external ear [...] further,
squint-eyes, harelips [...], etc.”146 These ideas of Nordau’s were those which the Nazis found
particularly important to their own artistic, moral, and political theories when establishing a
propagandistic program. It is also important to consider Nordau’s relationship with Friedrich
Nietzsche, who the Nazis claimed as one of their greatest inspirations. Nietzsche wrote about the
concept of decadence, which to him, was a symptom of the time he lived in and shared some
characteristics with the concept of degeneration. Nietzsche equated what was occurring during
the time period, or cultural phenomena like the emancipation of women, increased alcoholism,
nihilism, and democracy, with biological phenomena.147 He believed that “civilization brings
with it the physiological decline of a race.”148 His theory was similar to Nordau’s fear of the
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metropolitan civilization and emphasis on the importance of farmland and nature. However, the
two differed in the extremities of their writing, for Nietzsche wrote in 1880 that “causing the
lamentable, deformed, degenerate to die-off must be a trend! Not maintaining them at any cost!
As nice as the attitude of mercy toward our unworthy and helping the bad and the weak may be,
on the whole, it is an exception, and humanity as a whole would become vulgar in the
process.”149 Nietzsche went so far as to suggest acceptable means of reproduction to preserve
race, advocating for restrictions on marriage, regulation of sexuality, and “prostitution with the
specific goal of strict selection in reproduction that would prevent the breeding of the sick and
criminals.”150 This concept too was adopted by the Nazis decades later, in their attempt to create
a plan that focused on careful breeding of Aryan citizens and sterilization of the “sick” as well as
mass extermination of the Jews. It was adopted as well in their methods of cultural cleansing,
and also through their meticulous collection of the “healthy” and revered works of art and
through their auctioning and incineration of the “sick” and degenerate works.
The concept of “art specific to race,” which arguably grew out of the aforementioned
ideas of Nordau and Nietzsche, became increasingly important throughout the development of
the Nazi regime. Schultze-Naumburg adopted the spirit of Nordau’s writings, postulating that
“the body of the people is physically and mentally different in orientation and healthier; only
today’s art is one-sidedly focused on manifestations of decline and degeneration.”151 He utilized
art to exemplify the archetype of the healthy human or the ideal “Nordic” body which any
deviant was labeled as sickly. His commentary on the avant-garde depictions of the human being
exemplified his frustrations, stating that “we see everywhere a preference for and emphasis on
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manifestations of degeneration familiar to us from the army of the sunken, the sick, and the
physically deformed.”152 Additionally, he argued that these methods of depiction “point more or
less to a physical and moral low… they are the idiot, the whore and sagging breasts… It is a
veritable hell of subhumans spread before us here, and we exhale when we leave this atmosphere
to step into the pure air of other cultures, especially antiquity and the Renaissance, in which a
noble race struggled to express its desires in its art.”153 Following Schultze-Naumburg’s ideas, a
decree was published in April of 1930 entitled “Against Negro Culture for the German People”
and established censorship of the “harmful” influence of jazz music. Thus, the Nazis began to
dictate and police the culture that the German people had access to.
It is here that we can observe the Nazi’s misinterpretation of Nordau’s ideas on
degeneracy, in that Nordau was clear in his feelings towards those who created degenerate art.
There was still a certain degree of respect for these artists, as he and Cesare Lombroso, a
psychiatrist and forensic physician in Milan, determined that these creators walked a line
between insanity and genius. Nordau stated that “Degenerates are not always criminals,
prostitutes, anarchists, and pronounced lunatics; they are often authors and artists. These,
however, manifest the same mental characteristics… it is from these productions that an age
derives its ideal of morality and beauty.”154 Despite Nordau’s suggestion that these modern ideas
would eventually result in the loss of culture, he still recognized the value in these degenerate
geniuses and recognized their versatility as authors and artists. The Nazi adoption of Nordau’s
philosophy and ideas thus inherently ignores this crucial aspect of his philosophy.
The Degenerate Art Exhibition and Others
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Attacks on art forms and artists themselves came to a head in 1938, when Nazi authorities
adopted a more restrictive and even violent cultural policy. Gradual radicalization of the Nazi
cultural policy, however, began in 1936, and subsequently with the Degenerate Art Exhibition,
or Entartete Kunst, which opened in Munich on July 19, 1937. Goebbels was pushed to convert
his pro-modernist sentiments to an accepted anti-modernist outlook, and the Degenerate Art
Exhibition certainly sped along his conversion process. The Degenerate Art Exhibition, which
opened the day after the inauguration of the Haus der Deutschen Kunst, the Munich museum
built by the Nazis to house state-approved art, eclipsed the aforementioned Great German Art
Exhibition in attendees. The exhibit was intended to “educate” the German public on what art
was unacceptable and was considered diseased. 740 works of modern art were shown in the
slanderous show, and these works were placed strategically next to images of illness, wording to
suggest mental decay, and other techniques of arrangement to demonstrate that this kind of art
was the “result of genetic inferiority and society’s moral decline,”155 as Nordau and Nietzsche
espoused before the Nazis. The sheer number of visitors to the Degenerate Art Exhibition,
amounting to 2,009,899 in Munich and over 3,000,000 after accounting for the other cities it
traveled to,156 begs the question of whether these visitors went to see such vehemently
discouraged art to learn about why they should despise it, or if they were bidding the modern
style a final farewell. It is important to consider the possibility that these visitors were intent on
seeing the proclaimed defamatory modern art for one last time before it became outlawed by the
Nazi state.157 This underlying uncertainty regarding the public stance on modern art further
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emphasizes the unclear and contradictory nature of the Nazi cultural program, for their own
Aryan subjects may not have been as unwavering in their dedication to the Reich aesthetic
program as they projected themselves to be.
As of May 1938, Goebbels passed a law that made the confiscation of degenerate art
from state collections a legal act, exhibiting little regard for the evolving opinions held in the art
world, which saw modern art as the progressive future of the market and creative world. Prior to
the passage of this law, the Nazis still engaged in radical and illegal behavior to ensure these
works stayed out of the public eye. They partook in this radical behavior and intensive looting
operations to eliminate all art that went against their ideological goals and their own conception
of what German art should be. This radicalization presaged a bleak fate for painters and sculptors
that pursued the modernist route, and soon enough these artists were attacked for what the Nazis
regarded as “violations of aesthetic propriety and offenses against public morals.”158 These art
forms had also been common in Europe since the middle of the nineteenth century, and many
artists had been producing works of this sort for a substantial period of time when the Nazis
sought to target their then well-established vocations.
The Nazis started to conflate issues that would have been considered aesthetic concerns
with the mental and physical health of society. German artists who offended the Nazi's stylistic
preferences were regarded as “enemies of the state, active promoters of evil, criminals against
whom the organized strength of the society should be directed.”159 Hitler’s own personal fear of
cultural decline because of biological pollution was in part attributed to modern art, which he
saw as an incoherent mess lacking historical purpose and will. He felt the style emphasized the
isolated, lone individual and abandoned a coherent narrative, valuing restlessness and ambiguity
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over perfection, legibility, and straightforward racial purity. Hitler’s opinions on the alienated
individual demonstrate yet another instance of contradictory values, in that Hitler himself was
known to be an alienated loner who was rejected time after time by the Academy of Fine Arts
Vienna.
The Degenerate Art Exhibition itself served as a culmination of the Nazi's malicious
attitudes towards the mentally ill, racially deviant, and what they considered to be “abnormal” or
even physically deformed. The exhibition’s organization was intentionally unflattering for the
over 700 works of art which it featured, and this was intended to disorient the visitors so that
they felt negatively toward the works displayed. Paintings were even suspended from the ceiling
by long cords, leaving little room between each of them (fig. 22).160 Works were hung at
awkward angles, poorly lit, and displayed in ways to negatively influence the public perception
of them. This was all intended to reduce the works from their status of art to objects equivalent to
trash. The exhibition also featured words plastered on the walls, with slogans that read “crazy at
any price,” “how sick minds viewed nature,” and “The Negro becomes the racial ideal of
degenerate art in Germany”161 (fig. 23). These quotes were comments on works by Vasily
Kandinsky, Paul Klee, Johannes Molzahn, Otto Muehler, and many others. Quotes from Hitler
and Goering themselves were also displayed on the walls, so as to guide visitors towards the
Nazi views on what the purpose of art should be, and they too condemned the individual
artworks, artistic movements, and the supporters of both. Ziegler, at the opening of the
exhibition, stated that the works displayed in the exhibit were “the crippled products of madness,
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impertinence, and lack of talent.”162 The exhibition planners also provoked the aggression of
museum visitors by pasting a printed note next to a large number of works that read: “Purchased
with the taxes of the working German people.”163 This thought was intended to induce anger
towards the artists and artworks that the Nazis considered to be a waste of public funds. Perhaps
the most interesting, outright contradictory, and hypocritical instance of the Nazis utilizing
phrases and words to further their message can be found in the poster for the show. The poster
read:
Tortured canvas Spiritual decay Sick visionaries Lunatic incompetents Awarded prizes by Jewish cliques, praised by literati, they are the products and producers
of an “art” upon whom governmental and municipal institutions irresponsibly squandered
millions of the German people’s money while German artists were starving to death. Like the
“state” [i.e. the Weimar Republic that had been destroyed by Hitler] was its “art.”
Look at it!
Judge for yourself!164
The command for the reader to “judge for yourself” contradicts the entire Nazi aesthetic
effort, and Goebbels’ ban on art criticism, to prevent independent thinking on the part of the
viewer. The very act of judging and inferring meaning in looking at works of art was exactly
what the Nazis were trying to prevent in their quest to rid the Reich of modern art and any art
that was not straightforward in meaning and content. The poster seems to encourage freedom of
thought and expression on the part of the reader or viewer of the exhibition, which directly
opposes the intentions of the Nazi aesthetic and propaganda program. Unless they are trying to
make the reader think that they are making up their own minds, when in fact, the Nazis were
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controlling the whole process.
The Degenerate Art Exhibit was divided into nine rooms, each with its own theme as so
summarized by the exhibition catalog, Führer durch die Ausstellung Entartete Kunst, which was
produced in the late autumn of 1937. The organizational scheme of the rooms consisted of (1)
“demoralization of form and color” (i.e., abstraction); (2) mockery of religion; (3) political
subversion (with anarchy being the main focus); (4) more politically offensive themes (esp.
Marxism and pacifism); (5) immorality (e.g., “the whore as idol”); (6) examples of art that
destroyed racial consciousness; (7) “idiots and cretins”; (8) Jews; (9) art that they asserted had
come from the insane.165 The eighth room, completely devoted to works that depicted Jewish
subjects, included Otto Pankok’s Die Passion, a cycle which he began in 1932 consisting of sixty
drawings (fig. 24.1 and fig 24.2). The cycle reimagined the Passion of Christ in a National
Socialist State, featuring Communists, Jews, Roma, and artists as the pure and good, while the
Nazis and the Gestapo were represented as the fallen and evil.166 Pankok, who first worked
primarily as a painter and printmaker, was deeply influenced by his idol van Gogh, working
within a style referred to as expressive realism. He was fascinated by the itinerant life led by
Roma and Sinti, and even after his works were declared degenerate, he continued to work in
secret. He created art that depicted Jews, Roma, and others who suffered under the Nazi
regime.167
The Degenerate Art Exhibit included a whole host of other prints, paintings, and
sculptures by 112 artists, ranging from Nazi supporters themselves like Emil Nolde to Otto Dix.
Over a thousand of Nolde’s works had been seized by the Nazis, despite being an adamant
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supporter of the Nazi party. He was also banned from engaging in any artistic activity, whether
professional or amateur, because of a so-called “cultural responsibility” on his part.168 Nolde is
an interesting example when analyzing the works that the Nazis included in this shame
exhibition, for his subject matter tended to adhere to Nazi standards of acceptable art forms. For
example, his Milk Cows from 1913 (fig. 25) depicts two cows standing in an easily discernible,
natural landscape. Although his brushstrokes are heavy, and shapes are somewhat obscured and
exaggerated, his use of color remains naturalistic and true to life. It is also clear that the work
depicts two cows, for their coloring is also true to life, and their shape resembles that of real-life
cows, rather than leaving the viewer to piece together a dissected interpretation of the animal. It
is interesting to consider the ill-reception of this painting when other works that depicted nearly
identical subjects were included in the Great German Art Exhibition, and similar works were
considered to elevate the German spirit through their depiction of wildlife and the landscape.
Other works by Nolde that were considered degenerate included his Felsential in Red-Blue Light
(fig. 26) and Sea with Evening Sky (fig. 27), both undated. These two works are abstract
landscapes and are somewhat indiscernible in terms of their content. They are both brightly
colored and seem to emphasize the use of color and medium rather than the content or landscape
they depict. However, one might argue that they are naturalistic, to a certain extent, in that the
colors that Nolde employs to show these landscapes may be seen in reality with extreme weather.
The Nazi attempt to define what was naturalistic and what was not thus did not hold true in all
cases.
Other artists who faced particularly intense ridicule both during the exhibition and in the
Nazi takings of degenerate art included Max Beckmann, Auguste Macke, and Franz Marc.
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Several artists, including Otto Dix and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, who still supported the Reich were
allowed to continue living there but were forbidden to participate in their vocation as artists
because of their modernist sensibilities. Despite Macke and Marc’s statuses as degenerate artists,
they were nevertheless Aryan and had died while fighting for Germany during the First World
War, thus certain members of Ziegler’s commission declared that they “deserved a less
ignominious fate,” further proving the Nazi’s “pick-and-choose” approach to condemning artists.
Marc’s famed work Tower of the Blue Horses from 1913 (fig. 28), although initially featured in
the Degenerate Art Exhibition, was pulled from the exhibit after its Munich showing and before
the show traveled to Berlin.169 Considerable protests from citizens of the Reich erupted
throughout Germany after the work was featured in the exhibit, and this protest was successful.
Hitler himself ordered that the work be removed from the show, and since then, the work’s
location has remained a mystery.170 Ziegler’s aforementioned sentiments regarding the artists’
statuses as Aryan and allies of the Reich and the public response to the work’s inclusion in the
show suggest that there was a significant degree of public sympathy and mixed emotions towards
these artists in particular. The painting itself embodied the Fauvist style, known for bright,
primary colors that emphasized painterly qualities rather than adhering to a realistic or
representational depiction of the block-like horse figures. The blue horses deviate from Nazi
values of realistically depicted figures and scenes from nature. The shapes are also distorted,
making a confused and difficult to decipher a piece of art. Since the work indisputably clashes
with the Nazi aesthetic, it is incredibly contradictory that it was removed from the show, and this
action again demonstrates the underlying divisions within the Reich regarding modernist art.
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Other artists, like Nolde, Barlach, Heckel, Hofer, and Kirchner were used as illustrations
of the illness that the Nazis believed to threaten Germany. Ernst Barlach, a then-67-year-old
German sculptor and dramatist, was once referred to as the “German Rodin” and his work was
known to be “crucial to the explosion of German art in the early years of the twentieth
century.”171 Despite this former glory, The Nazis condemned Barlach as a cultural degenerate
and forbade him from exhibiting his work. He was expelled from the Prussian Academy of Arts
and spied on by members of his own household. The persecution continued even after his death
in 1938, when his obituary was limited by official order to contain a mere ten lines of simple
facts.172 Paul Klee, a Swiss-born German artist influenced by cubism, expressionism, and
surrealism, and known for his simple stick figures, moon faces, quilts of color, and fantastical
figures of eyes, arrows, and suspended fish, was denounced as a Siberian Jew and “dangerous
cultural Bolshevik.” He was also, along with German expressionist painter and graphic designer
Heinrich Campendonk, expelled from the Düsseldorf Academy of Art.173 These artists, once
considered the most advanced German artists of the twentieth century, were stripped of their
titles and condemned for their so-called cultural irresponsibility.
Outside of the Degenerate Art Exhibition, the Nazis also condemned popular French art
of the time, and on June 5, 1937, an exhibition of French modern art, Ausstellung Französischer
Kunst der Gegenwart (French Art of the Present) opened at the Preussiche Akademie der Künste
in Berlin.174 Works by Matisse, Braque, and Fernand Léger were featured, and the exhibit
presented a very different view of French modernist art than the Nazis had been projecting.
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Despite the inclusion of degenerate artists, the works featured avoided distortion and abstraction.
The human form was idealized in featured works like André Derain’s Portrait of a Blond
Woman (fig. 29). Themes found in the works also adhered to Nazi values discussed in the
preceding chapter, like landscapes that depicted figures partaking in fieldwork and evoked
feelings of duty to the homeland and familial values as well as familial obligations.175 Maurice
de Vlaminck, a principal member of the Fauvist movement with Mattise and Derain, had one of
his paintings represent this value of the land, with his Huts (fig. 30) featured in the show. Matisse
was represented in three paintings during the exhibition, including his Branch of Lilacs (fig. 31)
from 1914, because of this work’s inoffensive nature. Braque’s drawing Mandolin and Vase (fig.
32) was also featured. All of these works feature indisputably modernist undertones and conflict
with the accepted Nazi aesthetic. Their bright colors, slightly unrealistic forms with obscured
shapes and fuzzy contours, and impressionistic quality with visible brushstrokes seeming to
capture moments in time do not adhere to the hyperrealism and Ancient, classical art that the
Nazis wanted to encourage throughout the Third Reich.
The Nazi’s compliance with letting this particular exhibition run served to further muddle
the National Socialist stance on their aesthetic preferences. They seemed to discourage the art in
this exhibition outside of France, but in considering the French origin of the style, were willing
to let the degenerate style slide. This yet again demonstrates their “pick and choose” attitude
towards determining acceptable art forms, and they seem to make certain exceptions based on
certain, predetermined redeeming factors the works might possess. In this case, the French origin
of the works qualified as enough to excuse their slight degeneracy. In a letter from André
François-Poncet, then-French Ambassador to Germany, to Minister of Foreign Affairs Yvon
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Delbos, he mentions the exhibit, stating that in a conversation with Goebbels, he “had the
opportunity to talk to him about the eventual organization of an exhibition of modern French
painting. The Minister for Propaganda opined that such an event would probably be a success
and that it might have as its counterpart an exhibition of German sculpture in Paris.”176 The
quote suggests that Goebbels was quick to support the opportunity that the show might provide
the party with, and this indicates a quid pro quo nature to the relationship between the Nazis and
the French government. The exhibition was also intended to “enhance the prestige of France by
showing… the superiority of French art over German art”177 and one would think that the
National Socialists would see through these efforts on the part of the French and prevent the
exhibition from going forward.
Considering the apparent differences between both aforementioned exhibitions, along
with the Great German Art Exhibition, the leaders of the Nazi aesthetic program seemed to go
about accomplishing their goals of encouraging a racially pure canon of art history throughout
the Third Reich in an extremely contradictory and nonsensical manner. Certain values, like
family, country, and Aryanness were arguably apparent in modern works that they condemned
and by artists that supported their efforts. There were also many instances of hesitation to fully
condemn modern art on the part of leading members of the Nazi party, and this further confuses
the party’s stance on the avant-garde.
Anti-Modernism as Complement to Anti-Semitism and Jewish Art Dealers
Anti-modernism was a defining factor of the Nazi aesthetic effort, but despite their antimodernist sentiments and conflation of anti-modernism with anti-Semitism, there were
indisputable instances of the Nazis stealing modernist works for themselves, and disguising these
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actions through various means. The connection between the developing anti-modernist
sentiments and anti-Semitism is evident in the purging efforts carried out by Goebbels, Ziegler,
the Reichskunstkammer, or the Reich Chamber of Fine Arts, and the ERR. The Nazi philosophy,
or Weltanschauung, featured an inherent belief that the Jews controlled the media prior to the
Third Reich, and that they had intentionally deceived the German people into embracing nontraditional, modernist art.178 Goebbels even issued a decree that restricted art criticism,
associating the period prior to the Third Reich with a Jewish “alien take-over of art.”179
Goebbels's decree included journalistic regulations to control the development of new and
contrary ideas that went against the Third Reich and Nazi aesthetic. In November 1936, the
decree restricted the number of people allowed to write about art, providing that “only art editors
may discuss artistic accomplishments.’”180
On the surface, the Nazis maintained an impenetrable fear of modern art, clearly
demonstrated by Bruno Lohse’s refusal to inventory the Alphonse Kann collection in Paris,
which consisted of art ranging from the Old Masters to works by Picasso and Matisse. The
collection featured a number of degenerate pieces, and Lohse protested his assignment to this
task because he “found the work uncongenial.”181 Despite this fear of modernism and antiSemitism, a primary target of the Nazis was large Jewish art collections that were plentiful in
number. By July of 1942, when Lohse took over as the director of the ERR in the Jeu de Paume,
the majority of the great Jewish collections had already been inventoried and shipped to
Germany.182 Jews controlled a large portion of the art market throughout the nineteenth and
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twentieth centuries, with some of the most prominent art dealers being Paul Rosenberg, Ismar
Littmann, Jacques Goudstikker, the Rothschilds, and more.
Paul Rosenberg’s gallery in Paris, located on the Rue de La Boétie, was started by his
father who was infatuated with Impressionism after emigrating from Slovakia in 1878.
Alexandre Rosenberg the elder, father of Paul and his older brother, Léonce, was first an antique
dealer in Paris, but then began to collect paintings by emerging artists like Vincent van Gogh,
Gericault, Cézanne, Manet, Degas, Monet, Renoir, Lautrec, Picasso, Braque, and more. Paul and
Léonce were given a number of opportunities in Paris and abroad to collect art and obtain
contacts for deals, and the two brothers eventually worked as partners in the family business.
After attracting enough attention they were able to open their own separate galleries in the early
twentieth century, and established themselves as two of the most influential art dealers in the
city, along with two of the most valuable targets for the Nazis.
Paul Rosenberg had established his gallery as the “crossroads” between the nineteenthcentury and avant-garde art in France, maintaining and informal “first view” agreement with
Picasso, or the rights to select first the works he would buy.183 His gallerys’ shows attracted up to
seven hundred visitors a day,184 and the Rue de La Boétie location was sometimes referred to as
the “French Florence.”185 His relationship with Picasso was particularly noteworthy, as the two
became close friends. The most unmistakable testament to their relationship would have to be
Picasso’s painting Portrait of Madame Paul Rosenberg and Her Daughter (fig. 33), which he
completed to signify the alliance that he and Paul Rosenberg agreed on during the summer of
1918. Picasso completed the painting of Rosenberg’s wife and daughter Micheline in 1918 in
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Biarritz. The artist depicts Rosenberg’s wife seated in a formal Louis XIII armchair, making
direct eye contact with the viewer. She holds their chubby child, clad in a white nightgown. The
figures are rather disproportionate, composed of rounded brushstrokes that exaggerate their
forms. The figures also maintain an inhuman, slightly distant gaze in their eyes, and it is evident
the artist was breaking from conventional forms of mother and child portraiture seen prior. This
particular painting by Picasso was later impounded by the Nazis, hidden in the Jeu de Paume,
and taken by Goering.186 Goering renamed the work “Mother and Child,” disguising its Jewish
and avant-garde roots. He eventually exchanged the work for other paintings that better suited
his taste, but the work surely caught his eye enough to rename it and rewrite its history in his
own pursuit of a noteworthy collection of art. This contradiction, in an apparent case of a Nazi
leader finding a work of degenerate art worthy of plunder, demonstrates the inconsistencies in
Nazi aesthetic pursuits. The painting was returned to Rosenberg after the war, and today hangs in
Micheline’s apartment next to the Bois de Boulogne.187 Even Goering’s recognition of the
painting’s monetary value serves to show some degree of respect for the artist and the art form,
and we will see more instances of this monetary recognition in the following pages with respect
to degenerate art auctions carried out by the Nazis.
Other works by Picasso from the Rosenberg collection were impounded by the Nazis but
later recovered. It is unknown where these works disappeared, and how they were handled by the
Nazis once seized. Works including pencil drawings of Rosenberg’s daughter, Micheline
Dressed as a Nurse and Micheline with a Rabbit, entirely disappeared and were not recovered.188
As the war began to loom on the horizon, Rosenberg knew better than to keep his collection in
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one place as he and his family left Paris. The unknown location of these works could be due to
Nazis destroying some degenerate works that they confiscated, or these could have been subject
to looting for personal collections and a closeted obsession with works by Picasso and other
Jewish artists' subjects that were classified as degenerate.
Hildebrand Gurlitt, German art historian, art gallery director, and one of Goering's four
authorized dealers for degenerate art, also looted from the abandoned homes of rich Jewish
collectors. He took Matisse’s Seated Woman (fig. 34) from 1921 from Rosenberg’s renowned
collection. Rosenberg left the painting in a bank vault in Libourne, near Bordeaux, before he fled
to America in 1940.189 Seated Woman, despite its status as a degenerate work, was found in
Hildebrand’s father, Cornelius Gurlitt’s, Munich apartment, accompanied by records indicating
that the work belonged to Rosenberg. The work itself features characteristics of expressionism,
for the women, are portrayed two-dimensionally and the artists’ brushstrokes are rather apparent
to the viewer. It is obvious that this work is a painting, and there is no attempt on Matisse’s part
to disguise this fact. Though the colors are more true-to-life than in other works by Matisse, the
woman’s face is still slightly unrealistic and her eyes even lifeless. These characteristics of the
work seem to be ones that would traditionally deter the Nazis and label the work as degenerate,
and yet, it was recognized by a Nazi dealer as valuable enough to hang on the individual’s own
apartment wall.
Gurlitt serves as another obvious example of hypocrisy within the Nazi party, for he was
allowed to make a name for himself and pursue opportunist avenues despite his affinity for
expressionism and his close ties to Jewishness. When the Nuremberg laws were enacted, Gurlitt
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was considered a “second-degree mixed breed” or “quarter Jewish” because his paternal
grandmother was Jewish.190 His Quarter-Jew status however did not subject him to persecution
since a priority was maintaining the economy, and he was able to raise foreign currency through
selling degenerate art. Additionally, he used his service during World War I and his signing over
of his artistic possessions to his Aryan wife to avoid persecution. Despite the Nazi hatred of the
Jews, art dealers who were “‘partly Jewish’ could continue in their positions only if they could
ensure foreign currency income to the government.”191 His sister also exposed him to
expressionism, as she trained as a painter in Dresden and idolized Marc Chagall. Gurlitt later
became a fan of the Brücke artists, established in 1905 and including affiliated artists like
Heckel, Kirchner, Max Pechstein, and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff, all of whom were later labeled as
degenerate. Their style was characterized by simplified, distorted forms, unnatural and bold
colors that evoked an emotional response from the viewer, and sometimes unsavory subject
matter. Gurlitt met a number of these artists and formed close, personal relationships with
Magnus Zeller, Ludwig Renn, and Arnold Zweig in particular.192 It is important to note that
Zeller and Zweig hailed from Jewish families, and this fact did not deter Gurlitt from both
admiring their work and seeking their friendship. His affinity for the avant-garde, and hope to
protect it through inconspicuous efforts throughout his fragile career, paralleled Goering’s
closeted affinities for the avant-garde, and serve as another example of Hitler’s poor judgment
when appointing leading officials for the artistic efforts of the Reich and his faulty methods in
attempting to carry out a cultural cleansing of Europe.
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The aforementioned instance of Goering renaming a work with ties to Jewishishness was
not unique. Other instances of the Nazis disguising certain artwork’s roots include Gustav
Klimt’s Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I. Klimt, who was notorious for painting female Jewish
patrons, was commissioned to complete the work between 1903 and 1907 when he was 45 years
old. The subject was a wealthy society woman, hostess of a renowned Viennese Salon, and wife
of the industrialist Ferdinand Bloch. The work serves as a historical memorialization of Jewish
patronage during the Golden Era of fin-de-siècle Vienna and elevates a Jewish society woman
whose family was well-known and incredibly wealthy, boasting an impressive collection of art
and hosting a variety of well-respected artists to their home. The Bloch-Bauers were proud of
their art collection, which included paintings by famous Austrian artists such as Ferdinand Georg
Waldmüller (1793–1865), Rudolf von Alt (1812–1905), and Emil Jakob Schindler (1842–1892),
as well as a valuable collection of Viennese classical porcelain. In 1919, the couple moved to an
apartment equivalent to that of a grand palace, directly opposite the Academy of Fine Arts in
Vienna. It is no wonder that the Nazis coveted the Bloch-Bauer’s acclaimed and valuable
collection, however, it is somewhat hypocritical that they admired a Jewish family’s personal
and prized possessions to the extent that they did. Adele died in 1925, and so the painting
remained in Ferdinand’s home until he fled from Austria in 1938 following the Nazi invasion.
The Nazis falsely accused him of tax evasion and used this as an excuse to seize his fortune and
property left behind in Austria.193 They divided up and sold his collection, and the Portrait of
Adele ended up in the Galerie Belvedere. While in the possession of the Belvedere, the work was
renamed to disguise its Jewish subject. Instead of sporting the name of a well-established Jewish
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female patron who Klimt was known to paint time and time again, the work now bore the title of
“Woman in Gold,” robbing Adele of her identity and Klimt of his artistic intentions in
completing and naming the work.
Klimt also more generally serves as a prime example of the Nazi’s contradictory aesthetic
judgments, for he was one of the single most important early twentieth-century Viennese
modernist masters and a model for the following Expressionist generation. However, despite this
avant-garde style that defined his career, he escaped the degenerate label. He was even awarded
status as a cultural hero of the Nazi regime, and given an entire retrospective of his art at the
Friedrichstrasse Gallery during the winter of 1943,194 during the height of the Third Reich. Klimt
was also a dedicated promoter of Oscar Kokoschka, an Austrian artist who embodied intense
expressionistic styles and was the perfect example of a degenerate artist. Klimt painted his
Jewish associates, dined at their homes, summered at their cottages, and even attended their
salons.195 These facts taken together with all of the aforementioned instances involving
disagreement and contradiction regarding the reception of modern art among Nazi officials serve
to show the highly fluid and varied criteria used by the Nazis to determine what constituted
degenerate art. These officials were willing to break from Hitler’s guidelines for money and in
pursuit of acquiring the art they personally liked.
Part of this fluidity and contradiction was due to Hitler’s appointment of Baldur von
Schirach as Gauleiter and Reichstaatshalter of Vienna, removing him as head of the Hitler
Youth. Von Schirach became part of Hitler’s innermost circle and often conversed with the
Fürher about their artistic, musical, and theatrical tastes. He oversaw the deportation of tens of
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thousands of Viennese Jews and set his own agenda for cultural matters. Despite his close
relationship with Hitler, and his love for the Old Masters, he also owned works by van Gogh,
Renoir, Corinth, and Klimt, all artists condemned as degenerate.196 He also oversaw a number of
exhibitions held in Vienna that surely would not have been allowed in Berlin or other, more
conservative, parts of the Third Reich. An example of this included the Junge Kunst im Dritten
Reich exhibition, which featured 173 artists from all over the Reich submitting works that they
were hiding in fear of the authorities. After viewing the exhibit, Arno Berker immediately
appealed to Hitler to close the show.197 Thus, Hitler’s tolerance for his culturally liberal
tendencies was short-lived, only lasting through around 1942.198 Von Schirach was stripped of
his power by 1943 because of his modernist tastes but utilized his organization of an impressive
Klimt retrospective to maintain whatever influence he still had over Vienna and remain partially
within the good graces of the Führer.
Klimt’s works could have appealed to the Nazis because of his recurring portrayal of the
cycle of life, which was emphasized by the German philosophical tradition and contained
elements of Nietzsche’s writings. His early murals completed for the University of Vienna,
entitled Philosophy (fig. 35) from 1900-1907, along with his Death and Life from 1911 (fig. 36),
demonstrate the mythic tendencies in his art and portrayal of the evolution of humanity.
Philosophy depicts a group of figures with children at the top and an elderly man at the bottom.
A female head can also be seen at the bottom of the picture, and another head near the top. The
mangled mess of bodies and varying ages of the figures seems to represent the cycle of life and
timeline of humanity, just as his Death and Life does with a number of young women lying
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together while death looks over them. One might argue that visually, these paintings are prime
examples of degeneracy in comparing them to other works that were indisputably degenerate.
Klimt utilized unnatural shapes, proportions, and even somewhat disturbing features in Death
and Life, and the palette and textured paint are reminiscent of works by van Gogh that were
degenerate, like his Self-Portrait Dedicated to Paul Gaugin from 1888 (fig. 37). Van Gogh’s
self-portrait, which was auctioned at the Theodor Fischer gallery in Lucerne for 175,000 Swiss
francs, shares similar textural qualities with the Klimt piece, in his heavy brushstrokes used to
compose his facial features and the bright coloration of the background. These qualities can be
seen in the bodies of the mangled mess of figures in Klimt’s work, as the texture of the paint is
evident and the colors are unnatural and bright. Why then was Klimt’s art not included at the
degenerate art auctions across Europe, but instead welcomed into the Nazi artistic canon of
revered artists?
The Nazis evidently attempted to disguise their fascination with works that Jewish
dealers dealt with, contemporary artists created, and works that had Jewish underpinnings,
including artists who associated themselves with Jewish subjects and patrons. The evidence of
this phenomenon can be found in considering the aforementioned instances of Rosenberg’s
collection, Klimt’s work, and the Nazi officials who had to conceal their affinity for the modern
art that emerged during the 20th century. Contradiction in how the party members and leaders
viewed intrinsically avant-garde and modern pieces seems to, at times, be directly at odds with
what the Reich was hoping to accomplish.
Degenerate Art Auctions and the Nazi’s Financial Interest in Degenerate Art
The degenerate works of art that the Nazis confiscated met different fates, as we have
seen with some ending up in the collections of national galleries and others being auctioned off
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to private individuals. More often than not, these works were considered a useful means of
raising urgently needed foreign currency for the Reich. On May 31, 1938, a law passed to
establish a commission to evaluate the products of degenerate art came into effect. The
commission operated with Goebbels serving as its chairman, and members included Franz
Hofmann, Adolf Ziegler, art critic Robert Scholz, the art dealer Karl Haberstock, and the
antiquities dealer Max Taeuber. Four art dealers were also employed, including Bernhard A.
Böhmer, Karl Buchholz, Hildebrand Gurlitt, and Ferdinand Möller. The four of them collected a
commission of between ten and twenty-five percent for their services.199 The works that were
auctioned included an estimated 22,000 that were removed from German museums. Around a
quarter of these were destroyed, but this number is far smaller than one might expect considering
the Nazi’s attitude towards the content of the art.
One particularly famous action took place in Switzerland in the Theodor Fischer gallery
in Lucerne, where 125 works were sold. Works by Gauguin, van Gogh, and Picasso were
featured at this auction, and the Nazis clarified that the profits earned at this auction would not
go to the rearmament of the Third Reich.200 Advertisements for the auction read “Paintings and
Sculpture by Modern Masters from German Museums,” with a list of artists to be featured
including Beckmann, Braque, Chagall, Gaugin, Kitchener, Klee, Matisse, and Picasso.201 The
auction was first intended by Goering and Goebbels as a “test run” to “explore the future
potential of other international sales.”202 The term degenerate art was removed from the auction’s
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accompanying texts,203 and this suggests the Nazis were willing to disguise their opinions on the
art so as to maximize their potential financial gain from the auction.
As previously mentioned, the most expensive piece sold at the Fischer auction was the
Self-Portrait Dedicated to Paul Gaugin by van Gogh, and although some works were sold off
cheaply by the Germans since the market for German art barely existed at this time,204 the period
between April 1939 and spring of 1940 saw the Kunstmuseum Basel alone acquiring twenty-one
first-class works from German museums.205 The van Gogh piece, because of its’ high price point
at the auction, came to represent the value that modernist art possessed despite its’ degenerate
label. The recognized value of the work at the auction demonstrates the contradictory nature of
the Nazi aesthetic perspective. They recognized the monetary value this type of art could possess
and that it appealed to those in other countries, given the international nature of the auctions. As
a result, they revealed their manipulative tendencies and underlying understanding of the appeal
of the art.
Foreign countries were active participants in these auctions and bought many pieces of
degenerate art. Notable participants in the auction also included Joseph Pulitzer Jr., grandson of
the wealthy Joseph Pulitzer, an acculturated Jew, founder, editor, and publisher of the St. Louis
Post Dispatch, and namesake of the most prestigious prize in American Journalism. Pulitzer Jr.
was the eventual chairman of the Pulitzer Publishing Company and owner of one of the world’s
finest collections of modern art, and his origins were indisputably Jewish. His participation in the
Degenerate Art Auction was thus surprising, not in the fact that he would have an affinity for
modern art, but in that the Nazis participated in a civil exchange of property with a well-off Jew.
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Pulitzer Jr. had been traveling through Europe on his honeymoon and stopped off at the auction
on his way. He was one of the few American collectors to attend the auction, and Pulitzer and
Pierre Matisse together won the bidding for a work by Henri Matisse entitled Three bathers with
a turtle (fig. 38). Pierre urged the collector to purchase his father’s work back so that it could
return to safekeeping.206 Pulitzer, years later, described the situation in his own words, relaying
that the two “were faced with a terrible conflict - a moral dilemma. If the work was bought, we
knew the money was going to a regime we loathed. If the work was not bought, it would be
destroyed. To safeguard the art for prosperity, I bought… My real motive in buying it was to
preserve the art.”207 He bought Three bathers with a turtle for an estimated $2,400, and today,
the work is easily worth 10,000 times that amount.208 The auction thus allowed for Jewish
collectors to profit off of and protect, the works the Nazis abhorred. This certainly was not what
the Nazis had hoped, and again demonstrates that many of their actions in pursuit of an aesthetic
program that aligned with their anti-Semitic sentiments did not do so. Today, the Fischer sale
represents a symbol of the ideological battle the National Socialists waged on modernist German
art and the ill-reception of this war on the part of other European countries and collectors that
respected modernism. The auction also allowed for the luckiest and most wealthy Jews to regain
their property, as was the case with Joseph Pulitzer Jr. He was given the opportunity to protect
the works of art produced by the modernist masters of the twentieth century, and to add to his
impressive collection that would evolve to be one of the most renowned modernist collections in
America.
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During the Nazi’s quest to ensure their reign extended to not only cleansing Europe of its
population but also of its cultural objects and values when it came to artwork, primary figures
and leaders of the party took contradictory and opposing stances in dealing with the modern art
they were supposed to condemn. Degenerate art, despite its taboo nature, was also recognized as
valuable, as is evident in their execution of degenerate art auctions. Works by leading modernist
artists and pioneers of the avant-garde were also re-named and thus, their content and history rewritten, by leaders of the Nazi party. These works were often collected by Nazi officials for their
own personal enjoyment, having been found after the war in their personal apartments or buried
away for safe-keeping. Ties to Jewishness and the avant-garde were not only found in the artists
that the Nazis revered and idolized, but also in and among their own ranks. Attempts to disguise
personal preferences, tastes, and fascination with Expressionist, degenerate, and outright modern
works of art permeated the high-ranking officials of the National Socialist party. In reality, the
art the Nazis declared they hated was not hated by all, and in fact, it was recognized as valuable
even by those who truly detested it, as is evident in the degenerate art auctions that were held to
raise money for the Reich. Additionally, these degenerate art auctions created opportunities for
the wealthy art dealers of the time, who were allowed to continue dealing despite some being
partly Jewish, to buy back works that were stolen from them. Pulitzer serves as a prime example
of the Nazi failure to deprive Europe of modern art and Jewish culture. It is clear that they failed
in this attempt because so many of them did not truly believe in the cause, and so many had their
own agendas they were working to serve.

Conclusion
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The Nazi obsession with art was a defining factor of the Second World War. Plundering
and collecting fine works of art was a priority for the group, partially because Hitler and other
leaders of the party were especially interested in establishing their identities as men of culture
and status. Their methods of plundering and collecting were detailed, methodical, and well
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thought out, but despite this organization in their methods of acquisition, their aesthetic program
did not demonstrate the same degree of order. Defining what the Nazis loved and hated in terms
of artistic styles, mediums, and even the artists’ religious and social affiliations is exceptionally
difficult, for they did not follow a one consistent set of criteria. In fact, their actions seemed to
conflict with party values like hatred of anything Jewish. Artists that they supported within the
Third Reich had relations with Jewish people. Some Nazi leaders even supported the work of
artists who were labeled degenerate and banned from working, demonstrating that they did not
fully believe in the cause they were fighting for and prioritized their own artistic preferences
despite the danger this could put them in.
The groups’ efforts to culturally cleanse Europe once and for all were unsuccessful, and
this may have been due to their non-adherence to anti-Jewish, anti-modern sentiments. They
created opportunities for the groups they tried to marginalize to regain their property, and this
demonstrates a degree of negligence in their cultural program. Despite their public
encouragement of a set style that proclaimed the Aryan purity of Germany, their private efforts
and actions demonstrated their inconsistent, hypocritical, and nonsensical view of art.
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Image Gallery
Fig. 1.
Formerly attributed to Rembrandt Harmensz. van Rijn (circle). ca. 1650. The Man with the
Golden Helmet. Place: Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, Berlin.

Fig. 2.
Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn. ca. 1665 - ca. 1669. Portrait of Two Figures from the Old
Testament, known as The Jewish Bride [Portret van een paar als Oud-Testamentische figuren,
genaamd 'Het Joodse bruidje']. schilderij. Place: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam; Bruikleen van de
gemeente Amsterdam (legaat A. van der Hoop).
https://library.artstor.org/asset/ARIJKMUSEUMIG_10313629230.
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Fig. 3.
schilder: Rembrandt Harmensz, van Rijn. 1645 - 1647. Portrait of a Man, presumably Dr.
Ephraim Bueno, Jewish Physician and Writer [Portret van een man, vermoedelijk Dr. Ephraïm
Bueno; Dr Ephraïm Bueno (1599-1665). Joods geneesheer en letterkundige te Amsterdam
(voormalige titel)]. schilderij. Place: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
https://library.artstor.org/asset/ARIJKMUSEUMIG_10313628048.

Fig. 4.
Correggio. ca. 1532. Leda and the Swan [Leda mit dem Schwan]. painting. Place:
Gemäldegalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
http://www.smb.museum/smb/home/index.php?lang=de.
https://library.artstor.org/asset/BERLIN_DB_10313748869.
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Fig. 5.
Vermeer, Jan. 1668. The Astronomer. painting. Place: Musée du Louvre, Paris, France, R.F.
1983-28. https://library.artstor.org/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039615081.

Fig. 6.
Van Eyck, Jan. completed 1432. The Ghent Altarpiece, open (Retable de L' Agneau Mystique
Ouvert.). Place: Sint Baafskathedraal Gent [Saint Bavo Cathedral],
http://www.sintbaafskathedraal.be/.
https://library.artstor.org/asset/ALUKASWEBIG_10313646550.
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Fig. 7.
Von Lenbach, Franz (1836 - 1904), Maler. 1884. Otto von Bismarck. Allgemein. Place:
Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. https://library-artstororg.ezproxy.trincoll.edu/asset/BERLIN_DB_10313796426.

Fig. 8.
Chen, C. Peter. “[Photo] Known as ‘The Study of the Führer,’ This Was Hitler’s Office in the
Reich Chancellery That He Rarely Used, Berlin, Germany, circa 1940. Photo 1 of 2.” WW2DB.
Accessed January 20, 2022. https://ww2db.com/image.php?image_id=26671.
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Fig. 9.
Rubens, Peter Pual. Hercules and Omphale. Images, n.d.
https://jstor.org/stable/community.18137406.

Fig. 10.
Hagesandros, Polydoros & Athenodoros, and sculptors: Polydoros, Hagesandros, and
Athenodoros (Greek, flourished 10-20). Laocoon (Laocoon and His Sons). Images, n.d.
https://jstor.org/stable/community.14453868.
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Fig. 11.
Apollonius. Belvedere Torso. Images, n.d. https://jstor.org/stable/community.16001767.

Fig. 12.
Carracci, Annibale, 1560-1609. Rome: Farnese Gallery: Full View of Ceiling. Images, n.d.
https://jstor.org/stable/community.13597694.
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Fig. 13.
Friedrich, Caspar David. Two Men Contemplating the Moon. 1825. Oil on canvas, 13 3/4 x 17
1/4 in. (34.9 x 43.8 cm). https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/438417.

Fig. 14.
Peiner, Werner. German Soil. 1940.
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Fig. 15.
Martin-Amorbach, Oskar. The Sower. 1937.

Fig. 16.
painting depicted by Ziegler, Adolf (painter, German, 1892-1959), room designed by Gall,
Leonhard (architect, German, 1884-1952), room by Troost, Gerdy (designer, German, act. 1935),
and unknown (photographer, German). The Four Elements, Installed in Living Room of
Fuhrerbau, Munich (Hitler’s Office and Headquarters). Images, n.d.
https://jstor.org/stable/community.16531621.
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Fig. 17.
Breker, Arno, Decathlon Athlete (Zehnkämpfer), 1936, bronze
“Art in Nazi Germany (Article) | Khan Academy.” Accessed January 20, 2022.
https://www.khanacademy.org/_render.

Fig. 18.
Breker, Arno, Victory (Siegerin), 1936, bronze
“Art in Nazi Germany (Article) | Khan Academy.” Accessed January 20, 2022.
https://www.khanacademy.org/_render.
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Fig. 19.
Breker, Arno. Death Mask of Max Liebermann. 1935.

Fig. 20.1 and fig. 20.2.
Breker, Arno, The Victim, 1940, bronze relief
Third Reich Arts. “Arno Breker Relief ( The Victim ) 1940.” Accessed January 20, 2022.
https://www.thirdreicharts.com/arno-breker-relief-the-victim-1940.
Petropoulos, Jonathan. 2015. Artists under Hitler. Collaboration and survival in Nazi Germany.
New Haven: Yale University Press.

(20.1)
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(20.2)
Fig. 21.1 and 21.2.
Tessenow, Heinrich, Neue Wache Memorial, Memorial to the Victims of the Great War, 1931
“Neue Wache Memorial.” Accessed January 20, 2022. https://www.visitberlin.de/en/neuewache-memorial.

(21.1)

(21.2)
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Fig. 22.
The Degenerate Art Exhibition, 1937
Pushkin House. “‘Degenerate’ German Art and the Russian Connection.” Accessed March 12,
2022. https://www.pushkinhouse.org/blog/2018/8/6/degenerate-german-art-and-the-russianconnection.

Fig. 23.
The Degenerate Art Exhibition, 1937
BBC News. “Degenerate Art: Why Hitler Hated Modernism,” November 6, 2013, sec.
Magazine. https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-24819441.
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Fig. 24.1 and fig. 24.2
Pankok, Otto, Die Passion Cycle, 1935
“Otto Pankok Woodcut of a Sinti Woman - Collections Search - United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum.” Accessed March 12, 2022.
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn8530.

(24.1)

(24.2)
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Fig. 25.
Nolde, Emil, Milk Cows, around 1909
“Kunstmuseen Krefeld – Collection of the Kunstmuseen Krefeld.” Accessed March 12, 2022.
https://kunstmuseenkrefeld.de/en/Collection/About.

Fig. 26
Nolde, Emil, Felsential in Red-Blue Light, undated.
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Fig. 27
Nolde, Emil, Sea with Evening Sky. undated.

Fig. 28
Marc, Franz. Tower of the Blue Horse [Turm der blauen Pferde]. 1913. painting. Place:
Nationalgalerie, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
http://www.smb.museum/smb/home/index.php?lang=de.
https://library.artstor.org/asset/BERLIN_DB_10313751255.
https://www.franzmarc.org/The-Tower-of-Blue-Horses.jsp
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Fig. 29
Derain, André. Portrait of a Blonde Woman. n.d. Oil on canvas, 29,5x26,5 cm.
https://www.mutualart.com/Artwork/Young-blonde-woman/63FFDC48CC2F4C50.

Fig. 30
de Vlaminck, Maurice, Huts, French, State purchase 1937, formerly Musée du Luxembourg,
Paris

Fig. 31
Matisse, Henri. Branch of Lilacs. n.d. Oil on canvas, 57 1/2 × 38 in. (146.1 × 96.5 cm).
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/492700.
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Fig. 32
Braque, Georges, Mandolin with a Vase. 1936, charcoal, graphite and oil on canvas, 32 in. × 39
5/8 in. (81.28 cm × 100.65 cm). https://www.sfmoma.org/artwork/44.2641/

Fig. 33
Picasso, Pablo, Portrait of Madame Paul Rosenberg and Her Daughter, 1918, Musée Picasso,
Paris. https://art.moderne.utl13.fr/2012/04/cours-du-16-avril-2012/.
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Fig. 34
Matisse, Henri. Seated Woman. 1944. Charcoal on paper, 24 3/8 × 19 1/2 in. (61.9 × 49.5 cm).
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/499516.

Fig. 35
Klimt, Gustav, Philosophy, 1900-1907
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Fig. 36
Klimt, Gustav Death and Life, 1908. https://www.gustav-klimt.com/Death-And-Life.jsp.

Fig. 37
Van Gogh, Vincent, Self-Portrait Dedicated to Paul Gauguin, 1888. Oil paint. 2′ 0 in. x 1′ 8 in.
https://harvardartmuseums.org/collections/object/299843.
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Fig. 38
Matisse, Henri. Three bathers with a turtle. 1907-1908. Oil on canvas. 71 1/2 x 87 in. (181.6 x
221 cm). https://www.slam.org/collection/objects/5335/.
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